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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
•

FOUR SECTIONS TODAY
Today's 2S-page edition ef the
Ledger & Times includes three
regular sections of the
newspaper totalink 28 pages
plus an 8-page tabloid section
for Kroger.
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In Murray.and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Vol LXXXXIV No. 50

10 Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, February 28, 1973

Troop Withdrawals From Vietnam Suspended
Hanoi's Delay In Releasing
More POWs Given As- Reason

Seen&Heard McKeown-Is
Arditrid
Speaker At
Murray
Lions Club
Another letter from H.L. ' Robert P. McKeown, District
Hughes, Norfolk, Virginia
Governor of Lions International
District 43-K was the guest
Sao Maurice Ryan was in his speaker at the regular meeting .
graduating class at Murray of the Murray Lions Club
High School and that he taught Tuesday night, Feb. 27.
Fred Schultz chemistry when
McKeown, a member of the
freshman at Paducah Lions Club, was
Fred was a
Murray State
complimentary of the Murray
Lions Club and the projects they
is
He
idea.
Now, bere's an
a
year,
each
conduct
working the Ledger and Times spokesman said.
into his "diet plan." "I will use
He briefly reviewed the 58
my lunch hour for reading the year history of Lions InLedger and Times instead of ternational and said it is the
eating a big lunch," he says.
largest service club in the world
with membership in excess of
of
hopes
has
be
Says
at the end of 1972. There
990,000
Crawford Greenewalt, the
more than 26,000 Loins clubs
former chairman of the board of are
147 countries or geographical
E.I. Dupont Company, to come in
throughout the world,
locations
before his bird society, the Cape
Henry Audubon Society, to he said.
'cfitinued that
speak on Humming Birds.
member is
millionth
one
the
iGreenewalt is an authority on
added sometime
Humming Birds and possesses expected to be
in the near future and ht "Old
some of the finest camera
the sponsor of that member, the
equipment made. His pictures
new member and their wives
of Humming Birds are classics
National
the
in
used
are
(See lims, Page 12)
and
Geographic. He has made trips
into South and Central America
to take pictures of the Hummers
there where they abound in
great numbers. We think the
only one we have here is the
Ruby 'Moral
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

Revival Opens At
Emmanuel Church
Revival sennces will be held
Emmanuel Baptist
at the
(hurch, located on Highway 121
tonight
Bypass, starting
(Wednesday) and continuing
through Sunday, March 4.
Bro. F.M. Warren, pastor of
the Shilow Baptist Church,
Chicago, Ill., will be the
evangelist for the services to be
held each evening at 730.
Bro.
The church pastor,
Grandville Courtney, invites the
public to attend.

Exhibit By Goodman
Now At Local Bank
An art exhibit by U.C.
Goodman opened today in the
lobby of the main office of the
Bank of Murray.
works
who
Goodman,
primarily in oils, has no formal
art training but paints simply as
a hobby. Goodman said that his
favorite artists are Charles M.
Russell, the western painter
and a contemporary artist from
Missouri, Charles Fthineharn.
Goodman's subject matter is
varied. Locally, he has painted
murals in several local churches and homes.
The Bank of Murray exhibit
includes the "McNutt Sawmill,
1907," "The Al Youngerman
Tobacco Barn," "Oakhurst" at
Murray State University,
"Hayes Cropper House," "Old
Rattling Bridge," as well as
several other local land marks.
The exhibit will be hung
through March and the public is
urged to come into the bank
during bank hours and view the
work of this local artist, a bank
spokesman said.

Larry Wilson

Urry Wilson Now With
Computor Firm, Paducah
Larry Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne Wilson of Murray
Route Five, has accepted a
position as programer with
Commercial Systems, Inc., a
division of Computor Corporation of Paducah, with
branch offices in Madisonville
and Lexington.
Wilson, former real estate
salesman in Murray, graduated
ffom Murray College High
School and received his B. S.
degree in business and history
at Murray State University in
1969. He is a recent graduate of
of
Institute
Metra-Data
Technology, Louisville, where
he finished second in his class
with a 4.0 average. He is now
residing in Paducah.

('alloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller, buys the first bee of candy from members of the
Calloway County 4-H Council in its annual candy sale. Shown left to rtht, are Carolyn Scott, Donna
Heatheott, Dianne Harrison. Judge Miller, Renee Siedd, Andy Odes,and Ted Hale.

MSU Students
Sentenced On
Drug Charges

!Local Man Charged
With Housebreaking

Two Murray State University
students pleaded guilty on drug
charges in Calloway Circuit
Court this week, and were
sentenced by Judge James
Lassiter.
Bob Stanley, of Paducah, was
sentenced to two years in the
state penitentiary on charges of
sale of a narcotic, after
pleading guilty, County Attorney Sid Easley said.
Randy Hambleton, of Salem,
Ky., also pleaded guilty to
aiding and abetting in the sale
of narcotics, and was sentenced
to six months in the county jail,
Easley said.
Stanley and Harnbleton are
now in the county jail, Stanley
is awaiting transportation to
the state penitentiary, Easley
said.

Spring Dance Will
Be Held March 10
A spring dance will be held
Saturday, March 10, from nine
p.m to one a.m at the Murray
Woman's Club House, sponsored by the Murray State
University Women's Society.
Music will be by Stumpdaddy.
Reservations at five dollars
per couple should be made by
March 1 with Mrs. J.R. Venza,
801 Minerva Drive, Murray, Ky.
The dance is open to members
of the MSU Women's Society
and their guests. The dance will
be limited to seventy-five
couples.
Mrs. Venza and Mrs. Jack
Baker are co-chairmen for the
event.

Candy Sale For
4-H Council
Planned Here

A local man has been charged
in connection with a break-in it
Hale's Trailer Courts by
Murray City Police
City officials said Randy
The Calloway County 4-H
Pace, 20, 102 N. 13th, has been Council will conduct its annual
charged with housebreaking candy sale during the first two
City police reportedly searched weeks in March. Sales will be
and conducted by the members in
apartment
Pace's
recovered various stereo the city and county during this
equipment that has allegedly period
been stolen locally.
profit
non
Four-H, a
Authorities also indicated organization, is financed by its
that more charges would own fund raising projects and
probably be placed in con- friends of 4-H. The group has
nection with other break-ins in fund raising projects rather
recent weeks.
than soliciting donations, a
Bond was set by Calloway spokesman said.
County Judge Robert 0. Mill*
Boys and girls from rune to
at $1,000 Pace is now in the nineteen compose one of the
Murray City Jail.
largest youth organizations in
the county. They work in
educational projects to develop
leadership, citizenship, and'
personal character through
efforts of competition including
The Auxiliary of Murray speech arnitests, talent shows„
American Legion Post No 73 style revues, and judging acwill have a rummage sale on tivities. Tripe and tours are
Saturday, March 3, from seven planned alone with special
a.m. to one p.m. at the Legion. interest field.
A Council spokesman said
Hall at-South 6th and Maple
spring programs include
that
Streets.
All types of items will be on speeches and demonstrations.
sale by the Auxiliary and Also planned are a rifle safety
members having items for the program and a swim program.
Money raised from the sale of
sale are asked to bring them to
the Legion Hall on Friday night. candy will be used for the youth
of Murray and Calloway County
and it is hoped the public will
Ruling Star Lodge To
cooperate with the 4-H memHold Meeting Saturday
bers in their sales, a council
spokewrian added
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 will
meet Saturday, March 3, at four
p.m at the Lodge Hall on
Walnut Street. Work will be in
the Fellow Craft degree.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Pete
Rutledge, worshipful master.

Rummage Sale Will
Be Held Saturday

z

The . Weather
Fair and not as cold tonight,
low in the low to middle 30s.
Thursday increasing cloudiness
and warmer, highs in the
middle to upper 50s. Friday
chance of rain and continued
mild.

ns

Kentucky's extended outlook
Friday ttsaugh Sunday
Cloudy and warm with a
chance of rain through the period. Highs in the upper 50s to
low 60s. Lows in the upper••30s
losv 4(ki.

as

•

boo',
Miss Lisa Russell, left, third grade student of Mrs. Louise Overby at Robertson Elementary 5(
Roylterlor
Mrs.
and
by
Mrs.
Clifton
program
left,
Campbell,
screening
hearing
the
in
tested
is being
grade
of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. A total of 131 students In the two third
at Carter Elementary School and three third grade rooms at Robertson School were tested by the two
women from the Theta Department. This is an annual project of the department and several students
have been referred further to doctors after hearing defects were found in the screening program

SAIGON ( AP) — The United said, an an American pilot was
States suspended troop with- reported wounded.
'The source said a strong letdrawals from Vietnam today
because of Hanoi's delay in re- ter of protest drafted by the
leasing more American war commission will be delivered
prisoners, U.S. authorities re- Thursday to the Joint Military
Commission comprising North
and South Vietnam, the Viet
also
Vietnamese
The North
got a virtual ultimatum to dis- Cong and the United States.
Ma). Gen. Gilbert 11 Woodmantle an antiaircraft missile
site south of the demilitarized ward, the senior U.S. represenzone. The United States and tative to the four-party Joint
South Vietnam contended the Military Commission, told the
missiles were brought down Communists the United States
from North Vietnam in viola- "reserves the right with its allies to take such actions as it
tion of the cease-fire.
The body charged with super- deems appropriate" if the
vising the cease-fire, the Inter- North Vietnamese do not renational Commission of Control move the SAM batteries which
and Supervision, grounded all the Americans and South Viethelicopters for its members be- namese say have been located
cause of continued ground fire. at Khe Sanh since the ceaseA commission source said fire. This was assumed to be an
four helicopters carrying mem- implied threat of air attack on
bers of the peacekeeping body the missile sites.
No progress was reported
were fired an the last four
days. Two were hit, the source from the meeting of the senior

members of the commission,
and a parallel meeting of a
subcorrunission on captured
persons also failed to resolve
the POW stalemate.
A North Vietnamese spokesman said the Communists told
the commission meeting the
POW release was being delayed
because the United States and
South Vietnam were still not
observing all provisions of the
cease-fire agreement.
No further meetings were
scheduled until Friday.
High-ranking authorities said
that the U. S. Command, on orders from President Nixon, had
suspended its troop pullouts
with 11,300 Americans still in
Vietnam.
Since the cease-fire Jan. 21,
an average of two planes a day
have been leaving Saigon with
400 Americans, but U.S. offiials said none left _today.
See Troops, Page 12

Rogers Demands Resumption
Of Releases At Conference
PARIS ( AP) -- Secretary of
State William P. Rogers urgently demanded today that
North Vietnam resume the liberation of American war prisoners, but there was no indication he got a satisfactory
response.
A North Vietnamese spokesman at the Paris conference on

Miss Barbie Keel
Injured On Monday
Miss Barbie Keel of Murray
Route Eight was admitted to the
Community Hospital, Mayfield,
on Monday at 3:50 p.m. for
possible back injuries sustained
in an automobile accident that
occurred a short time earlier_
Kentucky State Trooper Jim
Bell investigated the accident
which occurred on Highway 94,
five miles east of Tri City. Other
details of the accident were not
available

Vietnam said Hanoi will stop
its stall in the prisoner releases
only when the Joint Military
Commission in Saigon guarantees the security of its Communist mernbers stationed in
South Vietnamese cities.
TM Viet Conrs foreign Ms.
ister, Nguyen Thi Binh, told
newsmen that violations of the
peace agreement by the United
States and South Vietnam raise
doubt about the conference's
ability to underwrite the settlement worked out by Henry A
Kissinger and Hanoi's Le Duc
Tho.
Rogers called the North Vietnamese minister, Nguyen Duy
Trinh, to a special meeting at
the international conference to
protest the interrupted prisoner
releases. He said khe delay was
a clear violation of the peace
agreement signed here Jan. 27.
Acting on direct instructions
from President Nixon, Rogers
interrupted his activities at the

Local Students
Elected For
KYA Cabinet

Three Murray High students
were elected to cabinet
positions in the 1973-74 Kentucky Youth Assembly at the
Pre-Legislative meeting held
Thursday evening at the Lone
Oak Elementary Cafeteria.
Beth Wilson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. 0. Wilson, was
elected House Chaplain; Stacy
Owen,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Owen, Commissioner of
Public Information; and Phil
Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Morris, Child Welfare
Commissioner.
The three students, juniors at
Murray High, will be sworn in
at the 1973 KYA to be held April
5, 6, and 7 in Louisville and
Frankfort.
Youth
The
Kentucky
Assembly, sponsored annually
by the state YMCAis slaw*
legislative assembly designed
to provide high school students
with a first-hand exptrience in
state government Delegates
meet in Frankfort at the state
capitol to participate in the
presentation and debating of
proposed legislation.
Sponsors of the local Hi-Y and
'acTrt-Alpha •Clutit, Who
company the students to
Louisville, are Jerry Crider and
Mary Ann Russell, members of
the Murray High School faculty.

12-power Vietnam conference
pending a satisfactory settlement of the prisoner dispute.
Immediately after his meeting with Trinh, the U.S. delegation canceled a scheduled news
conference and Rogers went
into prolonged telephone contact with the White House.
At Trinh's suggestion, the
meeting had been widened to
include Mrs. Binh and South
Vietnamese foreign minister,
Tran Van Lam.
President Nixon had instructSee Rogers. Page 12)

Reward Offered In
Lynn Grove Breakin
A $50 reward has been offered
by Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who burglarized the Lynn
Grove Elementar) School
Tuesday night.
that the
Steele reported
burglars gained entry to the
school by breaking out a window. Taken in the break-in
were two sets of encyclopedias,
one slide projector and various
film stripe, six record players,
one E-Z Viewer, one listening
system, one tape recorder, one
typewriter, and one coffee
maker, Steele said.

Golden Age Club To
Meet Here Friday
Bill Furgerson

Jay Rh hey

Two Appointed To Posts
In Red Cross Fund Drive
A. W . Simmons, Jr., general
chairman for the Calloway
County Red Cross Fund Drive,
today announced the appointment of Bill Furgerson as
Murray State University
chairman and Jay Richey as
MSU student chairman in the
drive which will get.enderway
March 1. A kickoff breakfast for all
volunteer workers is scheduled
for Thursday morning. March 1,
at 7:45 at the, University Branch'
of the Bank of Murray.
The fund drive will last from
March 1 through March 10 and
West goal-firtit5Olet which
will be collected by approximately 100 volunteers in
the county.
Furgerson, a native of

('alloway County, is head
football coach at MSU, a
position he has held since 1967.
He has previously been named
Ohio Valley Conference Coach
of the Year in football.
Furgerson is married and has
two daughters and one son
Richey, who is presently.
wetting'aclettilkster's degree
at MSU, is a graduate of
Murray High and did undergradeate work at Murray
State. He was president of his
freshman and sophomore
classes at the university andhas served as president of his
fraternity, Alpha Tau Omega.
Other-a-chairmen -.previoualyappointed by Simmons are Stan
Key, county chairman and
Carole Hahn, publicity chairman.

The Golden Age Club will hold
its monthly meeting on Friday.
March 2, at 12 noon in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A potluck
luncheon will be served.
0. C. McLemore, president,
said entertainment will be held
following the luncheon
the
of
charge
In
arrangements will be Mrs
Clarence Horton, Mrs. Lillie
Outland, Mrs. Ruby Harrell.
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn,
Norman Klapp, and Paul
Kingins.
CONCERT CANCELLED
- A concert scheduled for
tonight at Murray State
University by the University of
Tennessee-Martin choir, has
been cancellsd.
7
•lorrtr
REALTORS MEET CHANGED
The Murray-C'a Noway County
Beard of. .Realtors.meeting,
scheduieds for Friday, March 2,
has been postponed until
Friday, March 9, at 11:45 a.m.
at the Holiday Inn.
-C.
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What Are We Drinking?
Americans who travel abroad have always been
quite superior about being from a country with high
sanitation standards and water which is safe to
drink. That was the case in the past.
But now there are more and more areas in the
United States where water is dangerously contaminated. The Environmental Protection Agency
reports that one out of every two people in this
country is drinking water, of uncertain quality or
water which does not measure up to public health
lt,Andards.
VrnifhasfIly fits in with all the hornblowing about
this being Vie most medically and scientifically
advanced nation —Anniston (Ala Star.

Att

longer, he and his family may
be eligilbe for disability benefits
if he has worked long enough
under social security.
Up to now, there was a 6
period...waiting
month
payments started for the 7th full
month of disability and continued as long as the disability
lasted. Under a change in the
law, the waiting period for
disability benefits has been
**********************************0 reduced to 5 months.
*
Under the new law, if you've
been getting social security
disability checks for at least 2
years by July, you can also get
Medicare Health Insurance ..
protection. Your Medicare
protection will continue as long
as you're getting disability
• payments. If you're getting
disability payments now, you
41
don't have to apply for this
protection. Social Secrutiy will
get in touch with you.

A spokesman for the Pagpcah surance benefits to help people
Social Security Office gives the more when they need it,"- he
following information about said.
His explanation is as follows:
social security disability insItytt, the disability
Baslij
surance benefits and recent
1 provides that if a
changes in the disability progr
worker, under 65, has a physical
program.
"The recent amendments to or mental disability so severe
the social security law have he can't do any substantial
Improved the disability in- gainful work for a year or

.46; 113>
Frances Di
FOR THURSDAY,
MARCH

Report
• State Government
•
•
•
•
•
•

Under another cahnge in the
social security law, if a worker
dies after a long period of
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
severe disability and had never
applied for disability benefits,
his family may be able to get
back payments if he had worked
of
cost
the
especially
t
prices
food
Ky.—With
MAYFIELD,
enough in a job covered by
long
for
easy
is
it
meat ) continuing to increase at a startling rate,
social security.A member of the
Kentuckians to forget that they are no longer I since last October
family should apply for benefits
1I paying any 5 cent sales tax on grocery food since the average
at any social security office
grocery bill is higher than ever.
within 3 months after the
Revenue lasses from the removal of the sales tax from grocery
worker's death.
DepartRevenue
state
the
than
higher
running
be
to
seem
food
Under another change in the
ng time a year ago during the 1972
Mike Royko of the Chicago Daily News is a man ment estimated at budget-maki
security law, monthly
social
legislature. The loss from the removed food tax was estimated at
after our own hearts. He is a bureaucracy buff. He about $4 75 million a month, but the loss appears to be about S5.6 checks for January 1973 or later
loves to watch bureaucrats in action-they com- million a month. The larger than anticipated loss of revenue from can be paid to people severely
disabled before age 22 when one
municate by memo, they live by the book and when the sales tax on food apprently is being offset t-iy the higher
of the parents—or in certain
receipts
rising
as
well
as
other
clean.
on
sales.
tax
the
are
desks
1.
from
receipts
their
,
night
they go home at
cases grandnirenti—gets
Mr. Royko, like so many of us, would make poor from other taxes
state Revenue social security retirement or
the
in
receipts
tax
fund
general
total
The
bureaucrats. We are sloppy and we dislike detailed
or dies after
Department for the first seven months of the current fiscal year disability checks
paper work. "I hate writing memos," observe:, Mr. t last July through January )are running 124 per cent higher than .having worked long enough
Royko,"because it is just as easy to yell something in the comparable period last year. The general fund tax under social security. Until
now, these benefits were
collections amounted to $412,221,777 for the period, compared with
across the office."
payable only to people who
Sales-tax
year
previous
the
period
same
the
for
And
$365,472,494
The trouble is, you can t yell in triplicate.
became disabled before 18.
com$191,923,004,
totaled
worse still for the self-respecting bureaucrat, you recipets for the seven month period
Payments continue as long as
or a 2.8 per cent increase.
year,
last
$186,659,226
with
pared
can't put a yell in a file—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.
Other major general-fund taxes and the seven months' receipts the disability lasts.
The basic provisions of the
included-. Ind= incOrne tax, $98,965,867. up 17.4 per cent;
tax, $30,773,644 up 26.3 per cent: coal disability program still remain
coproration i
over 31
severance tax, 01,601,867; cigarette tax. $8,428,159 up 5 per cent; in effect. Most workers
siork
security
social
need
coal
The
(
cent.
per
2.9
down
and inheritance tax. $8,076,558,
out of the 10
LEDGER • TIMES PISA
severance tax went into effect last year. ) Road fund tax receipts credits for at least 5
they became
for the seven month period totaled $137,593,858. up 35.8 per cent years just before
worker who
the
For
disabled.
and
tax
gasoline
increased
the
to
part
large
in
due
year,
over last
The Murray Board of Education met last night and a change in the application of the motor-vehicle usage tax. Tbe becomes disabled before he's
31, the requirement decreases
voted to consolidate grades nine through twelve of gasoline eitix brought in 199,228,528 during the period, and the -with
age to as little as 1102 years.
$30,142,376
in
brought
tax
usage
e
motor-vehicl
Douglas High School with the high school program of
People disabled by blindness no
I.
the city. They also voted to establish Douglas
longer have to have the credit
Dr -.Tarries G Miller is the new president of the University of
for recent work required of
Elementary for grades one through eight this fall.
an imother disabled workers. It
Nine clinics for public immunization of the oral Louisville He brings to the state-supported university
d academic
well-seasone
a
and
credentials
of
set
pressive
doesn't matter when the credits
schools
polio vaccine have been set up at the various
background His maturity and his excellent record ir a scholar,
were earned by the blind perSunday.
in the city and county for
teacher and administrator indicate the university's trustees and
son, as long as he is fully inArmy Pfc. Bobby T. Bradley recently As. 'Screening committee made an excellent choice. As the univer- sured.
assigned as a clerk typist with the U.S. Forces in sity's 16th president, Dr. Miller will be called upon to guide it
If a disabled worker—or
member of the
through a crucial stage of its emergence as a
person disabled in childhood—
Vietnam.
of public higher education. His experience as goes back to work in spite of a
Dr. Hugh L. Houston attended the annual meeting state's sy'siemMental
Health Research Institute at University of severe condition, payments
4lireetor of the
of the Board of Trustees of the Kentucky Blue Cross Michigan and as vice-president of Cleveland State University in may continue during a trial
Plan held at Louisville Monday.
Ohio reportedly gave him the opportunity to successfully justify
work period of up to 9 months.
to legislators and other officials the need for adequate public
This gives the severely disabled
funding for programs at those two institutions. Lack of money to
person a chance to see if he's
meet the demands of its big budget and high tuition fees have been
really able to work. If after 9
two long-time problems at U. of L.
months, it's decided he can
LEDGER •TIMES FILE
work, benefits will be paid for
adjustment period of 3 more
an
will
Gov. Wendell H. Forcitays that he and his administration
stopped.
not be endorsing or promoting any candidates in the forthcoming months—and then
If a disabled worker recovers,
Kentucky Property and Building Commission lirimary elections in all 120 Kentucky counties and in the
goes back to work, and becomes
announced yesterday that it had authorized an ar- legislative districts.
disabled again within 5 years,
new
a
for
specifications
and
plans
chitect to draw up
his benefits can start again with
state
of
requires
hundreds
1972
of
law
disclosure
financial
The
$250,000 gymnasium at Murray State College with a officiaLs to file by Marsh 15 their assets and interests on a form the first full month of disability.
5
seating capacity of over 5000 persons.
provided by the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance. IRS He doesn't have to wait
Buel Edmonds spoke on the work of the American 61.170 states that this must be complied with by "members of the months again.
If you would like further inRed Cross at the meeting of the Almo School PTA. General Assembly,officials elected statewide, judges of the Court
formation about disability
A tree planting demonstration will be held on the of Appeals, circuit judges, commonwealth's attorneys and all protection
social
under
those offices." ALso subject to the requirement are
Tremon Beale's farm, four miles south of New candidates forheads
and members of administrative boards and security...or if you have any
department
Concord, on March 12, according to S.V. Foy, county commissions. The only statewide officials who have thus far filed questions about the changes in
agent
are Attorney General Ed Hancock and Secretary of State Thelma the law.. you can call any social
Murray State Thoroughbreds beat Middle Ten- Stovall. Ironically, the sponsor and pr,;moter of this law. Peter security office in the West
Kentucky area call Paducah
nessee 79 to 70 in the first round of the Ohio Valley Conn, resigned from his House seat last September to move to the 443-7506.
Virgin islands where he now publishes a newspaper.

-

K4.4401sei,
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Bureaucratic Buff

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Conference Tournament in Louisville.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
The harvest truly is plenteous, but the labourers
are few.—Matthew 9:37.

There is work to be done today. Stop talking and
get going!

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Hiblet Jr.

The government decided that the Postal Service
must pay its way and look what happened: it fell
apart. The Navy doesn't pay its way. Nor does the
Force. Congress is all cost and no
Army or the Ai ,tve,
profit and the F I doesn't make a nickel. The White
way station between trips by
House is a rentcharging admittance to sightseers. The only
government agency that does pay its way is Henry
Kissinger an -a date7-a:-- ------ --- --,•—•
"Postoffice—modern symbol of degeneration."
—Dictionary of Opinions

/,

A
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Disability Insurance Benefits

W. P. Williams, President (1941 1963)
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCatheon, News Editor and Production Manager

With state government reorganization now in process and with
the moving of many state agencies from one building to another it
is becoming more apparent that a new agency we need at Frankfor is an office of ''central ombudsman" to answer questions, give
directions and assist citizens who have a problem or a complaint
but do not know where to go or to whom in order to seek a remedy.
State Representative Ralph Ed Graves of Bardwell, who is
seeking re-election for a third term in the House, represents more
counties than any other Kentucky representative. Graves has
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard and that portion of McCracken County containing New Hope-Melber and Harper
precincts in his district. From Madrid Bend in Fulton County to
New Hope community is about 100 miles.
Among incumbent legislators filing for re-election last week are
Senate President Pro Tern William L. Sullivan of Henderson,
Senate Majority Caucus Chairman Tom Garrett of Paducah and
House Majority Caucus Chairman W.J. (Bill) Reynolds of
Prestonsburg. Representative John Hardin 111 of ilopkinsville
-will not seek re-election.
The state Public Service Commission has approved a S304,096
per year rate increase for the Jackson Purchase Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation based at Paducah. The increase
averages about 10 per cent for each of the customers approximately 15,000) who live in Ballard, Carlisle, McCracken,
Livingston, Graves and Marshall Counties.
••

The*Executildrnittor Of Xenttitilrrrofeteltssioti on Aging—
,
Henry Beach of Louisville, was in western Kentucky last week
promoting some of the excellent projects he has initiated for
senior citizens.
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Rate Changes According to Boyle
To Be Aired At
Public Hearing girls Should
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A public
hearing will be held on March
15, by the State Commissioner
of Insurance on a request for
rate revisions including rules
and classifications. Insurance
Services Office of Kentucky has
filed the request on behalf of its
members and subscriber
companies.
The "rate filing" represents a
revision of ( 1 ) automobile
liability and physical damage
insurance rates for private
pasaesiger cvs and medical
payments (tverage, and (2)
passenger
private
classificiation and rating
system and private passenger
I comdamage
physical
prehensive and collision)
alternate class plan.
The combined effect of all
changes purports to be a 5 1
percent decrease, on the
average, for all private
passenger cars in Kentucky.
Purpose of the hearing is to
ascertain whether or not the
requests meet the requirements
of state statutes. It is scheduled
for 9 a.m. C.S.T. in the hearing
Capital Plaza
room of the
Tower, Frankfort.

Not Marry
The Kind- Of Boys Who...

ner face to show he's annoyed
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (API — What with her
Won't launder her stockings
kind of boy should a girl marif she breaks her arm.
ry'
Is jealous even of her girl
That's easy. She should marfriends
ry the kind she can be reasonThinks a woman looks out of'
ably happy with — and whom
in the kitchen Of
she can keep reasonably happy. place except
the bedroom.
t
What kinds of boys should
Never puts his arms around
she not marry? Well — lots of her or kisses the hack of her
kinds. But site should take par- neck while she is cooking.
ticular care not to marry the
Is too prissy to go skinny-dipkind of boy who —
ping with her when they're
Thinks he has a perfect right alone on an empty beaciL durto snap her garter half an hour ing a vacation.-'—
after he buys her a steak.
Rushes out to buy a new
Is willing to promise her any- toothbrush if she uses his by
thing, but can't write her a love mistake.
letter that at least sounds sinHolds the family umbrella
cere.
mostly over him, not her, if
Insists on looking in every they have to go out in the rain
closet before he leaves her
Doesn't mind at all if she
apartment -- just to be sure makes more on her job than he
she isn't hiding a rival there.
does on
his — particularly
Doesn't keep her photo in his if she spends the money on
wallet, so he can show it to old him.
la‘lies he sits next to on plane
Is unwilling to take out much
trips.
life insurance on himself beNever wants to go on a stroll cause — "well after all, if you
with her under a full moon.
women want to be so damn libRefuses to light the candles if erated, you should be perfectly
she thinks it would be romantic willing to look out after yourfor them to dine by candlelight. selves — if a fellow dies."
Is perfectly willing to buy her
Wants her to become the secchampagne on the first night of ond mother of his life.
the honeymoon, but not on the
The big trouble, girls, is that
second night.
by the time you find out this is
Carries his old pet dog — in- the kind of boy you shouldn't
stead of her -- across the marry — well, you and the big
taxLOUISVILLE,—Many
threshold when they first enter beast are about to celebrate
payers again my have the Intheir new home.
your silver wedding anniversacomService
ternal Revenue
Blows cigar smoke rings in
pute their income tax and
rY.
retirement income credit,
James D. Hallman, IRS Acting
LtiL.no
Prog Info 153331.:
District Director for Kentucky,
said today.
thru
He said the IRS on request
TUE.
will compute the tax for persons 111 AL
with incomes of $20,000 or less,
who take the standard deducSLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE
tion, and whose income is solely
from salaries, wages, tips,
He termed
If
dividends, interest, pension and
the deadliest day
lth'
annuities.
Or* Ot
on earth to eairy
most daarsi
If the Taxpayer also wants
original and
the seoest niglit
the IRS to compute his
,
tot^
in outer space!
laScinatind
retirement income credit, he
pictures eve(
should include the basic inmade
formation on Schedule R and
LOUISVILLE—' where is my attach it to his Form 1040, Mr.
refund?" is a question asked by Hallman said. He should also
thousands of Kentucky tax- enter "RIC" on line 19, Form
payers every year, Acting 1040. Instructions on Schedule R
District Director of Internal explain which items need to be
Ylf NAR SADS
Revenue, James D. Hallman, provided.
KURT YORNIGLIIJ• •
For those persons who
said today.
•
A...•••,•••••••-•.
For many, the answer is that qualify, the IRS will compute
usR
•
Gar 44-••••.s.- ocolocOtOle
the refund is held up because the tax, whether the return is a
the Post Office cannot deliver Short Form 1040A or the regular
the check. People move without 1040. The tax instructions exleaving a forwarding address, plain what information should
Mru
. is that the be entered on the return,.Mr.
allrrnarn
Mr.:
A 0Ithe
"
TUE.
reason
Hallman said.
taxpayer's name or address is
After this information is
Illegible on the return.'You can entered on the return, the
!Vic()111i114 MacallAW
avoid this problem by using the taxpayer should sign it and send
pre-addressed label on your tax it to the Memphis Service
THE GETAWAY
forms package.
Sian 449qt. 4t
,•••
Center, Memphis, Tenn. 38110
•••
I off the outside
the
Si'. Jom.444
He said the IRS will.. then
.of the talc forms packagr, and ...7:ompuie the tax and send the
LPI31101'to... Ca
place it on the return filed You taxpayer either a refund or a
can make corrections on the bill for the tax due, whichever is
label itself, Mr. Hallman said. the case.

IRS Computes
Returns Of
Some Payers

Now

IRS Tells
Why Refunds
Are Delayed
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Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is, .
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr 201
Certain rare oppo
indicated atamdtartze
with data and ki
required, then step
with qualification,
technique.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Do not let prob
discussions grow
proportion Hold yo
check,especially if dc.
children, elders, asso
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
A fairly productiv
waiting for you to
proved methods to
potential. Use the inv
approach — but will
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23
Do not try to do toc
once; enlist assistan
needed. Make ready
new arrangements,
complete change of p
LEO
July 24 to Aug 231
Solar influences riot
-that you be tersacrou
pose, constructive
Method and flexibC
needed Channel e
sound directions.

%'IRGO
Aug 24 to Sept 231
An old acquamtanc
you a very good turr
unexpectedly. In fa
relationships with
generally, should be
congenial now

LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct 231
A great day! You
outpomt, outsmart a
anyone. Profit by
cupational interests
favored.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov..221
Cur b impulsiveness
no hasty decisions.
fluences are favorabi.
slow-and-steady wo
accomplish most.

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Jupiter, auspicic
stimulates your ince
ambitions Progress
during
reward
through properly c
efforts.

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
A day for cautio
acting, carefully in
propositions, estim.
enterprises, generall
heal
on
depend
ANYTHING.

AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Clever managernen
your key:Nord in day's.
gains. Also, concen)
what you are doing.
office intrigue.

PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A plan you deemed
"perfect" may be a
rather sudden re%
altering, stress indep
thought, action. !gni
from the tradition-bc

YOU BORN TOE)
highly talented pe
gregarious by natur
endowed with extr.
intuition and a r
memory. If you can
random doubts at
abilities, you are alvi
for life's challenges
the capacity to attaii
goals you set for you
are philosophical, ha
love of knowledge
usually accurate in
praisal of others. 1
excellent enter
educators and write
"ate of: Augustt
Gaudens, Irish-Amer
Harry BelafonV a
Shore, singers.
•

•

•

YOUR PERSONAL 4.4(
FOR 1973 For a Romer
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mot.ria90 10.1.1 Si 00 plus
e44postmie and I
ci4cLifouto

Old (helmet Station. New
10311. mentkoning this
ADC
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OF SIRS'
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todlac signI
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY,
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FOOIEN
( ("fiRMAYNCW
Merico
DURING OUR MARCH SALE!
Carnation Instant

MARCH I. 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and (Ind
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Certain rare opportunities
indicated. ttamiltartie yourself
with data and knowledge
required, then step forward
with qualification, proVen
technique.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Do not let problems or
discussions grow out of
proportion. Hold yourself in
check,especially if dealing with
children, elders, associates.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A fairly productive period,
waiting for you to inject improved methods to increase
potential. Use the investigative
approach — but with finesse.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
l)o not try to do too much at
once, enlist assistance where
needed. Make ready for some
new arrangements, maybe a
complete change of plan.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug 23)
Solar influences now suggest
-that you be tenacious-of -purpose, constructive in plan.
Method and flexibility both
needed Channel efforts in
sound directions.

5 t

BREAKFAST

tikur

amp'

9Ifee
- Nos

Needs no reingeration!

79'

urpk,

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) inen
A great day! You can now
outpoint, outsmart and outdo
anyone. Profit by it! Occupational interests especially
favored.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov:22) nil*
Curb impulsiveness and make
no hasty decisions. Stellar influences are favorable, but the
slow-and-steady worker will
accomplish most.
SAGITTARIUS
'Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,
Jupiter, auspicious, now
stimulates your incentive and
ambitions Progress and enduring
indicated
reward
through properly channeled
efforts.

ekii0

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) va
A day for caution. Before
acting, carefully investigate
propositions, estimates, new
enterprises, generally Do not
in
hearsay
on
depend
ANYTHING.
AQUARIUS
•
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 0
Clever management must be
your keyvtord in day's battle for
gains. Also, concentration on
what you are doing. Sidestep
office intrigue.

)(C-7

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A plan you deemed absolutely
"perfect" may be subject to a
rather sudden revision. In
altering, stress independence of
thought, action. Ignore advice
from the tradition-bound.

YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly talented person; are
gregarious by nature and are
endowed with extraordinary
intuition and a remarkable
memory. If you can overcome
random doubts about your
abilities, you are always ready
for life's challenges and have
the capacity to attain the lofty
goals you set for yourself. You
are philosophical, have a great
love of knowledge and are
usually accurate in your appraisal of others. You make
excellent entertainers,
educators and %Titers. Birth-.slate of: Augustus SaintGaudens, Irish-Amer. sculptor;
Harry Belafonti. and Dinah
Shore, singers.
• • •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR len For a personal la) page
forecast on health, ...with, love and
marrieds mind II 00 plus TS cents In
cxymfor postegs and handling to_
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PIE SHELLS
CC)RN

Kraft
a

Orange Juice

•

•

•

Miracle
Whip

Gal

5

Miracle
Whip

FLOUR I

2 23
for

'229

Van Camp Grated light

Aluminum Foil

TUNA

12-x25' Roll

25'

35'

That's Our Specia

Pork Loin

Sliced, Smoked

12-oz pkg.

$399

49;

JOWL
BACON
lb

59c

* FRESH CUT *

Armour Pansize

SLICED
BACON
12 oz

69'

Legs

79a
lb. 69;
lb.

Thighs
Wings

Necks and Backs

Ib

lb.

'
39
'
10

SLENDER

Qt Jar

Liquid Diet Food

Asstd. Flavors
10-oz. can

(
49

19'

-4

Glade Asstd.

9 Lives

.

i

CAT FOOD

AIR FRESHENER
7-oz Spray Can

2 f°r 29`

2-oz Can
/
61

'tMe0141 PARKER'S MKT 00474
.

CHICKEN PARTS
Breast

Dcz

Carnation

49'

..1

c
19

r

POLISH WYROB PICKLES

WIENERS

3-lb can

lb 29t

lb.

Arrow Brand

HAM

TOMATOES
New Crop Texas
TURNIPS
Florida Juicy
ORANGES
Yellow Ripe Chiquita
BANANAS

American

-1

Bryan Canned

35'

Big 40-oz Can

Fancy Red Ripe

Reynolds

39'

PORK & BEANS

PRODUCE VALUES

•VAN CAMPS
WEITI1K13i
TUNA

6'4 oz can

SHOWBOAT

•

25-lb. Bag

17-oz. can

114

59'

FLOUR
.411
'

49

SPAGHETTI
With Tomato Sauce & Cheese

41t. Jar

Platn &
Self-Rising

EIGHT CRUST

Contadina

Nylon Reinforced
Roll

55c

SHOWBOAT

' LIGHT
CRUST

TERRI
TOWELS

8 Ears

On the Cob

Corned Beef Hash
15 4-oz. can

Pure

8-oz can

I!'J

Armour

COD

TOMATO
SAUCE

wit

9 111
Pkg. of 2

Frosty Acres

(with coupon below

1
°111
..

4124:cilti

'
1°1 25

COFFEE
10-0z. Jar

16-oz Jar

12

2

Pkg

Pet Ritz

Folger's

430

VIRGO
Aug 24 to Sept 23)
An old acquaintance will do
you a very good turn — qwte
unexpectedly. In fact, your
relationships with others,
generally, should be unusually
congenial now

WAFFLES

5'

Instant

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
from grnation

*Mimeo/

Frosty Acres Pre-Baked
5 or

5 Count Can

Coffee mate

8-oz.
(
pkg 2 for 49

BROCCOLI

BISCUITS

Asstd. Flavors

_

Frosty Acres Spears

Big Texas Style

box

1r

Old Chelsea Station, New 'fere. N
10011, mentioning this newspaper
Print vow NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP and DATE OF BIRTH (tObti sure
rou pet the right forecast for your
fadlac Oen)
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MUR

1' Al.1 !EMI

3

:9:

69;

SAVE 50' WHEN YOU BUY A
oi jar of
INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

39
19;
lb.

lentlegT Cara. 111,69
ts...cam,

I PO Wll

'IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...Y U CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!!"
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers

PA

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

SHOP WHERE'
YOU CAN

SAVE!!

4

.4.

•
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Kentucky To Be Greeted By
New Head Football Coach

Dist

Cuthbert Jacobs Was Born To
Plan Calls For
Men-Women Golf Be A Winner At Running Track

making a name for himself at season he hurt his leg and
Leaders in all major passes for 171 yards and threw 216 and Tom Ranieri (65-15)
By Steve Hale
72-hole women's event on the
By BOB GREEN
Murray. As a freshman last hadn't run the 10e-yard dash all
old,
years
11
was
Inhe
When
categortes, except points seven interceptions in ten fifth last season.
at
shorter west course
Press Golf Writer
State season, he ran a 9.4 100-yard year until the OVC meet. He
Kotar and Collins, with 20 Associated
scored, durmg the 1972 football games.
Fla. verrary with a purse of 875,000, Cuthbert Jacobs, Murray
LAUDERDALE,
FORT
shy of the
won dash, only one-tenth
ran it in 9.4 seconds which has to
sprinter,
Alvarez, a junior, caught 41 points each, were tied for
9.4
with
University's
season at the University of
competition
team
(AP) - Now, let's see. Over and a
Murray record and second best be great natural ability In
says,
and
award
and
track
Kentucky will be greeted by passes for 417 yards, beating second in scoring to Knutson's
man
first
his
Lee paper pairings of one
leads
Nicidaus
Jack
here,
Conference anybody's book."
new head coach Fran Curet classmate Ray Barge, who had 36. Place-kicker Doug Sexton
purse of "It was that track meet that in the Ohio Valley
Trevino by one and Arnie's well one woman with a
last year. He ran the 220-yard
Jacobs says he wants to be
when the Wildcats begin two-a- 28 catches for 307 yards and a made good on seven of 10 extra
back. Over there, Carol Mann 8100,000.
dash in 21 seconds flat, only two- more than just another athlete
day spring sessions Wednesday, touchdown. Ken O'Leary, third point attempts and four of nine
tied
are
Whitworth
Kathy
and
tenths off the Murray record. coming to college with a
That's a starting point.
March 21, at Shively Sports with seven receptions, will not field goal attempts for 19 points.
with Mickey well back. But ArAlso last season he ran the 440 in scholarship. "I want to be
••1 think I could get the total
return. The next three leaders' McKay scored three TDs while
Center.
nold Palmer and Mickey
48.3 seconds. That same year, number one and make a name
over 8500,000 without any
were returnees Campassi with Barge and Bishop had one TD
purse
Wright are leading in the team
Those leaders are Alfred five catches, Gene Ganucheau each.
Jacobs was named "Most for myself like John Carlos or
trouble at all," Montgomery
competition.
I Sonny) Collins, rushing; and Collins and Knutson, all
Valuable Player" on Murray Jim Green. I've never been a
1972
the
Stepping up from
said
Confusing?
McKay,
James (Dinky)
State's soccer team. After these loser and now's no time to
freshman squad will be quarwith three catches each.
Alvarez,
Maybe.
Jack
passing;
accomplishments he received start."
of
acaldwell,
Jody
terback
sophomore,
a
Tatterson,
But it could happen next year
receiving; John Tatterson, punted 75 times for 2,992 yards, Waynesville, N. C., who comthe "Outstanding Freshman
While attending high school at
yunting; Steve Phillips, punt a 39.9 average, including a kick pleted eight ot4
Athlete Award" at Murray
12 passes for 71 if a unique.format now being
Grammar School in St.
Antigua
fruition.
reaches
considered
SteVe
Campissi,
rifarns;
State's All-Sports banquet.
of 71 yards against Louisiana yards and was leading rusher
Johns, Jacobs was named
in the talking,
now
plan,
The
kickoff returns, and Darryl State.
Bill
coach
track
Murray
carries,
29
in
yards
with 109
"Outstanding Track Man" at
planning stage, calls for sepaBishop, interceptions and
Cornell says,"One of the things
Phillips another sophomore, including a 35-yard run against
every track meet he parmen's
simultaneous
but
rate
tackles.
that makes Cuthbert such a
returned 17 punts 187 yards, Tennessee, and punted 20 times
ticipated in. Not only did he win
Collins, a freshman, gamed including a 39 yard run which for 714 yards, a 35.7 average. and women's pro golf tournagreat athlete is his versatility.
event he participated in.
and
each
courses
adjacent
on
ments
502 yards in 128 attempts in set up a TD against North
the
of
We can U.se him in all
Second to Caldwell was
•
also set records in each
he
but
ten games for a 3.9 average per Carolina. Junior Jeff Woodcock Richard Petty, 54, 175 lb. a concurrent mixed team event
relays and in all of the sprints,
TULLAHOMA,Term I AP)He currently holds the record in
carry and three touchdowns. returned 11 punts for 74 yards. halfback from Williamstown, with a total purse possibly in
too
find
don't
you
something
Officials of the country's major
the 100-yard dash, the 220-yard
excess .of one-half million dolHis long run was 33 yards
often in athletes."
Campassi led in kickoff W. Va., whe carried 31 times for
manufacturer of aluminum
dash, the 440-yard dash, the
lars.
against Indiana.
an
on
run
never
had
Jacob
return yardage with 277 yards 96 yards and led the team in
baseball bats predict their
high jump, the long jump, and
"We're in phase two," said
at
enrolling
before
track
indoor
Also returning are third on 15 returns, including a 43- kickoff returns with three for 66
of the product will someday become
shot put His senior year at
the
father
Montgomery,
John
at
meet
Murray. After an indoor
leading rusher Doug Kolar 105 yard trturn against North yards.
Cuthbert Jacobs
Antigua Grammar School,
mat brainchild and an as popular as the traditional
he
MBIOLS,
of
University
the
for 361 yards and three TDs Carolina. Kotar had 244 yards in
Halfback Bill Bartos, Jr., of mixed-for
tournament direc- wooden counterpart.
decided me to keep running and said, "It's so much better than Jacobs participated in the
and fifth rusher Steve Campassi 12 returns for a 20.7 average Amherst, Ohio, who carried 23 independent
golf
The aluminum bat is very since then it seems that I was
Sports Meet where
pro
rich
such
runs
who
tor
what I've been accustomed to Island-Wide
( 23 for 102 yards). Gary compared to 18.5 for Campassi. times for 75 yards, was slowed
dash,
tour events as the Jackie Glea- definitely here to stay," says born to be a winner."
running on. In high school, we he won the 100-yard
Knutson, second with 450 yards
Bishop intercepted five by an injury which kept him
and Jess Heald, vice president for
Coming from Antigua, a had a grass track that wasn't qualifying him to represent ha
in 117 carries and six TDs, and passes for 149 yards, including a from possible varisty action as son Classic, Doral-Eastern
product development of Lan- small country in the West InTrack
the Florida Citrus.
Arvel Carroll, fourth with 147 97-yard TD return in a 17-13 U. 8 reserve.
even level. I've cut six-tenths of country at the Carifta
"The first phase was the nom Manufacturing Co., which dies, Jacobs lost no time in a second off my hundred since Meet at Granada. There, he
yards in 33 carries and one TD, K. victory over Mississippi
Larry Jones, 5-11, 210 lb. back
ladies' pro-am at the -Gleason. makes Worth bats and basecoming to college and the main placed second. He was also
completed their eligibility.
State, bringing his two-year from Madisonville, gained 69
of
kind
Soccer
what
see
to
wanted
We
reason has been better running named "Outstanding
McKay, a transfer student career total to nine in- yards in 18 carries while Terry response it would get. Their rePlayer" and was captain of his
-1 don't think the wooden bat
from
husky
6-2,
lb,
225
and
Haynes,
yards
conditions."
253
for
terceptions
from Gulf Coast Junior College
in high
sponse was absolutely out- will become obsolete," he said,
While still in Antigua, Jacobs crickett team. While
in Miseiceuppi, completed 80 of one other TD, a 43-yard return Murfreesboro, Tenn., gained 42 standing. The ladles were very
in
all-state
was
Jacobs
school,
aluminum
the
day
some
'but
was tabbed with the nickname
185 passes for 679 yards, threw which defeated Vanderbilt, 14-7, yards in 11 carries.
crickett and track three years,
popular. Some people I know, bat will become equally popuhis
of
because
lb.
6-0,
180
-Thoroughbred"
Mike
blown
Finnan,
had
whistle
final
the
after
15 interceptions and had one
pro-ems all lar"
and all-state in soccer two
halfback from Jeffersontown. guys who play in
CHICAGO AP ) - Top-seed. large thighs and natural ability.
touchdown pass. He gained 54 in 1971 at Nashville
they'd
said
country,
the
over
the
ed Marty Riessen of Evanston, He says, "I guess it was just by years.
Bishop was credited with 79 led frost) receivers with seven
His company, he said, is
yards rushing in 10 games,
rather play with the girls than
Jacobs says he has one major
among III., started slowly but finished chance that I came to a school
punt
and
yards
N
for
ma:hes
jest
manufacturer
assists
57.
4.1
tackles
_major
falling 27 heeds short of the
men."
the
this year. "I want to
goal
the
'traducing
five
26
for
with
yards.returns
position,
abolkiditiielilit"the
Mai
opening
safety
fivelirras
strong to CAA*. hie
season from his
coveted 1,000-yard mark.
out about
turned
people
my country' in the
12,250
represent
Some
currently being match in the $50,000 Kemper nickname as mine."
compared to 73 tackles and 73
Tony Gray, who saw some to watch the pro-am tourna- bats. They are
Commonwealth
British
base- Invitational Tennis Tournament
Sophomore Ernie Lewis, who assists in 1971. Tackle Jim
youth
Jacobs
Cornell
says
Coach
by
primarily
used
duty on defense with the var- ment featuring ladies PGA
Games."
played the final tTeniattMee) McCollum was third)70 tackles.
becoming
any
than
potential
more
Ow
are
night.
Tuesday
leagues byt
sity, caught a 15 yard pass for
celebrity amateur ball
He 11-158-ife-6( Mrs Trts
ngame at quarterback in place of 57 assists) and linebackers
softball swiRiessen finally cut down Den- track man he's seen.
the frosh against Vanderbilt. partners on the Tuesday pre- a trend for adult
McKay, completed 15 of 43 Frank LeMaster fourth (70 and
"For example, early last Jacobs of St. John, Antigua
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District Tournament To Open Thursday Night
Tigers To Meet Rebels In Opening Game,
Winner To Play Calloway County Friday

Fourth District Tournament
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
March 1, 2 and 3

By

Murray State Sports Arena

Which Murray High Tiger
team will be defending its
Fourth District basketball
crown? That's the question that
could go a long way in determining the winner of the
tournament this weekend.
It has been one of those
seasons for the Tigers in which
just about everything has
happened. Murray, after losing
five of its first six starts, has
come on to defeat such teams as
Calloway County, Carlisle
County and Ballard Memorialin the past four weeks.
The Tigers will open play
Thursday night at 7:30 by
tangling with the ,South Marshall Rebels. The winner of that
game will advance to the 7 p.m.
semifinal game Friday evening
and meet Calloway County. The
final game Friday night will
find North Marshall meeting
Benton at 8:45 p.m. The winner
of those two games will clash at
7:30 p.m. Saturday for the
championship

Murray High
7 p.m. Thursday

South Marshall
7 p.m. Friday

Calloway

Calloway
Bye

Championship
7:30 p.m. Saturday

Benton
Benton
Bye
8:45 p.m. Friday

North Marshall

MIKE BRANDON

Ledger & Times Sportswriter

In two meetings this
season, the Tigers and the
Rebels base split. Murray

North Marshall

took an 85-83 double overtime
win user the Rebels at home

Bye

on

K evin-GreveylOut-Of-This-MortC--Scores 141 Points In_ Five Games
.

Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When it comes to basketball,
the University of Kentucky's

Kevin Grevey is out of this
world—in more ways than one.
"Once that tipoff comes,
you're in another world It's
kinds like you're—it's hard to
explain—in a glass jar or something. It's really a great feelbig•
"I can't explain it, but I love
it," the 6-foot-5 sophomore from
Hamilton, Ohio, said
The Kentucky fans think Grevey is out of this world, too, especially in recent games. After
a rather shaky start for a potential superstar, he has scored
141 points in the past five
games.
The improvement hasn't been
in Grevey's shooting eye, he
said In an interview, but rather
a change in his team's offensive style of play
"They've been going in to
Jim Andrews and me and
we've been getting the good
scoring punch," Grevey said.
"I've been getting the good percentage shots "

Bowling
Standings
^

2

Bs&Cs

2

Vernon Riley

By

ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — "Name
anything you want to name
about the game of basketball—
they did it well," said Boston
captain John Havlicek shortly
after his Celtics were drubbed
by the NeW York Knicks 123-91
Tuesday night.
The Knicks were at the top of
their game, constantly' pressuring the Celtics on defense and
hitting their outside shots on offense. They broke the contest
open by scoring 18 straight
points during the first half.
then put it away with a 44-point
fourth quarter.
By winning, New York cut
Boston's lead in the National
Basketball Association's Atlantic Division race to three
games.
"We played good, aggressive
defense," declared the Knicks'
Dave DeBusschere, who scored
eight of those 18 points as New
York jumped in front 40-19.
"They had a real frustrating
evening," DeBusschere said.
"They tried to fast break-and
we were back on defense to
stop 'em. Bill Bradley did a
great job stcipping Havlicek,
one of gill's better games."'
Havlicek, who's playlirg
spite a painful inflammation in
his right knee, sank just four of

21 field goal attempts and was
limited to 11 points by' Bradley's constant hounding and the
Knicks' alert team defense.
Boston Coach Tommy Heinsohn put it succinctly: "They
just beat us, that's all."
In other NBA games, Detroit
defeated Golden State 114-100,
Houston beat Buffalo 112-105,
Baltimore edged Cleveland 9995, Atlanta squeezed by Seattle
131-130, Chicago beat Portland
125-110 and Kansas City-Omaha
upended Los Angeles 107-103.
In the night's only American
Basketball Association clash,
Utah beat Kentucky 103-97.
The Knicks had a balanced
scoring attack, with Frazier
and Phil Jackson being the top
men with 20 apiece. Jackson
scored 15 of his points in the
final period, when both coaches
emptied their benches. Bradley
tallied 17, DeBusschere 16, Jerry Lucas 15, Earl Monroe 13
and Dean Meminger 10.
For Boston, Don Chaney was
high man with 18 points. Dave
Cowens added 15 points and
hauled eown a_ game-high 17
rebounds.
It was New York's third consecutive victory over Boston

"They've got a lot of games
to lose yet in order to make
this game worthwhile," observed Lucas, noting that Boston still holds a five-game lead
in the loss column.
"I'd rather we didn't beat
them so badly," said Frazier.
"They'll be all psyched up next
time

McGrady Signs
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — Martin McGrady, world record
holder of the indoor 600-yard
run, has signed a contract to
run for the professional International Track Association.
McGrady, who has done
1:07.6 in the indoor 600, has
never run a 440-yard dash in
better than 46.2 outdoors. He is
known as the Chairman of the
Boards because of his success
indoors.
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---Shouict the Rebels upend
from outside and his ability to
Murray High, Calloway County
drive through the middle
would be the next challenge. In
A welcomed addition to the
two meetings with the !Akers
backs of missed shots. Hudspeth owns the highest sidgle
game mark of the season for the
Tigers as he scored 28 in the five
point loss at South Marshall.

been
have
men
Five
averaging in double figures for
the Tigers this season with 5-11
jithlor -Ward -Ray --Lane • the'
leading scorer with a 14.3
average.Jane is an outstanding
shot from the outside and is a
lineup is 5-11 senior guard
and this season, the Rebels dropped
capable ballhandler
Mark Ferguson. Ferguson
a 95-80 road tilt and a close 71-67
defensive player
broke a wrist in practice
One of the top rebounders for contest at Hardin
before the season started and
Calloway County will sport
the club is 6-1 forward George
is just now beginning to play
the best record in the tourLandoll who is posting 14.2
up to his ability.
nament. The Lakers have
poi gh per game Landon is a
Another member of the
taken 19 of 26 games this
worlhorse under the basket and
who is trying to make a
Lakers
season including impressive
most of his points come from his
comeback is 6-2 guard Jerry
wins oser Murray .High,
power.
Duncan who was a starter for
Glenn
guard
Carlisle County, Hickman
Junior
the first half of the season.
and
Mayfield
County.
Jackson may be the most
Duncan has been sidelined with
Christian County.
improved player of the Tiger
mononucleosis and missed four
the
have
a
will
lakers
was
The
•
unit. Jackson, who
of the season
tallest five in the tournament weeks
starter in the last three
One of the top reserves for
and the 1-2 rebounding punches
games last season as a
Calloway County is 6-2 senior
of James Wells and Dan
forward, is scoring at a 14.0
jack David Waters.
jumping
Thompson are formidable
clip.
Waters has come off the bench
The 5-11 Jackson is a dead stumbling blocks for any of the
numerous times over the season
•
shot froiri'outsIde and ts a hard teams In the tournament
spark Laker rallies
to
After a torrid start during the
man to stop on the drive.
Another key reserve for the
Jackson is improving as a first part of the season,
Lakers is 5-9 junior guard Rick
ballhandler and his jumping Calloway hit a mid year slump
who was a starter
Scarbrough
ability makes him a strong and lost a couple of games that
during the first two weeks for
they were favored to win. One
secondary rebounder.
the Lakers Scarbrough is an
Dean Willis, a 6-1 senior Who loss in particular, a 74-65 setexcellent ballhandler and LS a
can play at a forward spot or at back at Murray High, was the
fine shooter from the long
guard, is holding down a 10.7 low point in the Lakers' season.
range.
Tigers,
the
to
loss
the
one
has
Since
Willis
scoring average.
The ballclub who has to be
of the most deadly shots in the the takers have rallied to take
considered the darkhorse in
region from the top of the five of their last seven games.
the tourney: is North Markeyhole and his defensive The two losses came at the
The Jets, like the
shall.
ability is perhaps his strongest hands of Ballard Memorial and
Tigers and South Marshall,
top-ranked Paducah Tilghman.
asset.
have had an on and off
Greg Howard, a quicksilver 6Danny Hudspeth, a 6-1 junior
season.
springboard, has been playing 2 junior, has been setting the
gave
Marshall
North
at center for the Tigers for most pace for the Lakers over the
sof the season. Hudspeth is course oethe season. Howard, powerful Paducah Tilghman
averaging 10.6 points per game. an excellent outside shooter, one of its toughest tests of the
Most of his points come on put has been firing away at a 215 season a month ago. The Jets
trailed only 55-51 going into the
final period before finally
falling to the Blue Tornado 8369.
The Jets are in an excellent
position to advance to the finals

North Carolina Falls
To Carolina State
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer

The North Carolina State basketball team keeps playing like
there's no tomorrow- figuratively and literally.
While the nation's No. 2 power wheels on undefeated, it's all
academic because a two-year
suspension has locked the Wolfpack out of the NCAA playoffs.
For that reason, North Carolina Coach Dean Smith was not
ready to quit after losing an 8278 thriller to North Carolina
State Tuesday night.

the tough ACC playoffs, the
NCAA is a no-no for the Wolfpack. They were put on probation by the NCAA after using
alleged illegal recruiting tactics
to get star David Thompson.
So Smith was looking forward
to another meeting with his
arch rivals, hopefully in the
ACC playoff finale. That would
mean, of course, that seventhranked North Carolina would
go to the prestigious postseason
tourney win or lose.

In another big game Tuesday
night, Texas Tech nipped Ar—
BERKELEY, Calif.
"We'd welcome the chance to kansas 64-63 to win the SouthThe U.S. gymnastics team
play them again,— said Sthith, west Conference and nail down
final
the
came from behind in
whose Tar Heels have lost an automatic' berth in the
event, the horizontal bar, to
three close decisions to the NCAA playoffs.
win over the touring Romanian
Wolfpack this season.
McKernan Buys Team
Olympic gymnastics team at
Elsewhere, No. 13 Missouri
PITTSFIELD, Mass.(AP) - the University of California
The two could meet in the
beat Kansas 79-63; No. /7 St.
Patrick McKernan, 31-year-old Tuesday night, 271.1 to 2709.
madcap Atlantic Coast ConferJohn's, N.Y., ripped Holy Cross
owner of the Pittsfield Rangers
Brent Simmons, former ence p,layoffs, which decide the 108-90; New Mexico State
of the Eastern League, has an- NCAAAigh bar champion from ACC representative.. to the
blasted West Teas' Stite 108nounced that he's purchased Iowa State, earned a standing NCAA's: post-season party.
81; West Virginia tripped
baseball
team. ovation for topping the horizonanother
But even if North 'Carolina 59-58; Cincinnati coasted past
McKernan bought the Gastonia tal bar scoring with 9.6.4 Tf'd
unde- Butler 13-57; Oral Roberts
Rangers in the Western Caro- Marti, formerly of Michigan, State winds up the season
andApurth triumph in six meetSatur- romped over Pan American
25th
its
gigne
leated.on
eilina
!Rowe and now owns half
matched the best-Rornattfen—Thit
leppecT &
inth1siiáwn. 1:1E- the XMAS
Forest aR
of the Texas Rangers' farm fort on the horizontal bar—a 9,5 day again9t Wake
think they can catch the Celt64-61
through
Hall
sweep
to
then goes on
system.
by Constantin Petrescu.
ics?

A

as they must hurdle only lowly .
Benton to get a bid to the
championship game. In two
previous meetings with Benton, North Marshall took home a 8554 win and a close 83-76 decision
on the Indians' floor.
Another one of the Jets big
wins was an away 75-67 triumph
over Murray High. In that
game, the Jets trailed 11-1 but
used their poise and experience
to come back and giiin the win.
North Marshall is sporting the
second best record in the
affair with a season worksheet
of 16-9. Included in the slate is
the championship of the
Reidland Christmas Tournament and an impressive win
over Hickman County.
Four seniors provide experience for the Jets of formag
Paducah

College

Community

coach Jimmy Don Peck.
Dennis English, a 6-2 center,
will provide the rebounding and
the inside scoring strength for
the Jets
The forward spots will be
occupied by 6-0 David Darnell
and 6-5 Brad Seigfried Holding
down the guard positions will be
Barry Phelps and Keith Jones.
Phelps. a

6-0 senior, tossed in 24
win over Murray

points in the

High.
Dale Frizzell, a 6-.5 transfer
student, will be seeing eonAdorable xtion. Pale Pliant
and Dale Dunn will also see

action for the Jets
The worst record

in

the

tournament tieloags to the
Renton Indians. Benton wW
bring a 4-20 season slate into
their

game

with

North

Marshall Friday night.
Last season the Indians were

in the same position when they
drew a bye and had to meet
Calloway County in a semifinal

match. But the fired up Indians
gave the Lakers a lot of trouble
and led for part of the game
before finally bowing 84-72.
The only senior on the squad
for Benton is 5-7 guard Ben
Howard who sees action in a
reserve role.
Leading the way for Benton
this season has been 6-2 junior
center Steve Puteet Puteet is
one of the finest shooters from
the outside range in the region
He has been scoring at a 16.1
average over the season and
has twice gone over the 30 point
barrier in the past three weeks
Other members of the Indians
are 6-2 Hoover, 6-2 Darrell
Coruso, 6-1 jniors Mitchell
Dennis Henson,
Travis and
and 6-1 sophomores Dennis
Clapp and Kenny Morris.
Last season Murray High
claimed the championship with
a 73-67 von over Calloway in the
finals
Admission for the tournament to be held at the
Murray State University
Sports Arena will be 91.50 for
adults and one dollar for
students.
The winner and the runnerup
the tournament will advance
to the Regional Tournament
next week at the same site. The
Regional will begin on March 7
and will conclude with the
championship on March 10.
in

TUNE-UP
$1955 6 Cyl.

$

995
8 CO.

Includes new Spark Plugs, Points and
Condenser (extra for Resistor Plugs).
$2.00 more for car with air conditioner.

North Point
Standard
121 Bypass Mayfield Road
Murray, Ky,
Phone 753-0345'`

Nag.
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Every Red & White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money
will be refunded - REDS,
WHITE

JOHNSON'S

.011k.

Prices Good Thru,March 6

4

I FROM OUR SHELVESI
D
2
Pear Halves
391'
Tomato Juice
sioo
g
Catsup
o
Rwtt:4
Tomat
4
$100
Towels
Junto
59c
Soap
Shortening
79c
Vegetable Oil
Ftiãl Tissue :extditts,
Hamburger Dills
49C
43'
Dream Whip
53(
Crackers
$119
Pink Salmon
Bunny Donuts
49'
$119
Instant Milk
9t
Baby Food
69c
Cocktail Peanuts
79c
Behold Polish
45t
Spray.Starch
Red Tag COOKIE
3 for spo
SALE
og Food Red & White 25 Lb °elks

—

FOOD SAVING FEATURES

Red & White

Q

WMrE

4W

4

Orange Jule
I

I

French Frits iti-th.bag 35

20-oz.
Loaves

Red & Whit
;
40L

Accent

8 oz_

Nab sco FS :ancckh

Sun Spun

GOc

All Flavors
Callon

1 Lb. Can

Carnation
8 Qt.

Gerber Strained

444 oz

Planters
13 Oz.

7 OZ. Can

Niagara
15 Oz.

* KEHLER *

2-oz.
/
61
can

Red & White

Tuna

39c
White

RED&
111MgE)
GAW

itIli

Sweet
Peas
00

16 Oz.
Cis

RetPotatoes
Lettuce
Radishes
Bananas
Lemons

10 lbs.

19

10

10
49

lb.

SAVINGS

Spinach

Red & White

Bag

Doz in bag

Red & White Fancy

Peac
Red hes Pineapple
3 .•••"\ 3
00
&
Heavy Syrup

tor$1°

Large Head

Red & White Fancy
"-°).1111...---..°11.1111.
10100111.
1's \
)
'
1;411°1111111111r1116
'.4.

Apple Pear Cherry

PRODUCE

Salt

Cream

Antler

12 Pack

Red & White

1

ICE CRAM

20 oz.

Banquet or Frosty Acres

Pies
VANILLA

35

12-oz_

Frosty Acres

NI I

111

Rolls

Red FtWe hile 48 07

15

16 oz.

Frosty Acres Frozen

Bread

'14

17

font Size

No Phosuate

Mix or Match

Onion Rin

47.11614°F
4115

Red & White

•

Sea Pack

Golden Bake

4C6anestz

Red &
White

at,

$239

Red & White

Red & "de

FROZE FOODS

Red & White glue Lake

Cut Beans,

5 1:;no:. $

516-oz.$

Sliced Or Crushed

29 Oz.

20 Oz

$100

Red & White

Apple Sauce 5

lfioz.$
cans

Godchaux

Sugar

Sibs.

5

•
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to.d
1

,

Id Fashioned

I

OLLAR DAYS

A

I

,.?

I
401
vir

vivre

4401WfIOU is161,

4ed4

././.1a

..

RED 81
WHITE
osiczTs
.

where fiiendly people
help you save

* OPEN NOON SUNDAYS *
Limit Rights Reserved

EN FOODS'

,
Ing5

FOOD SAVING FEATURES

15c

16-oz

FOLGER'S COFFEE

Jui:je 12.0z. 35c

.. .

Fres

35C
3 slot)

$19

Instant
10-0z.

Swift ProTen

RIB
STEAK
lb$ 1 39

With Coupon
--

Can

2-lb. bag
/
11

:res

e, Peao Cherry

fOr

I

2-Lb.
Field's

With Coupon

79'
Bologna
COKE
.69'
ners
Wie
00
$319
$
Ham
Ham Patties $159
Crackers §gPorlke ab Bacon 69'
Neck Bone .39'
Margarine
49s
Peod rk Liver
Chuck Roast 89'
lb

Field's Original

ODU

CE

atm.Or. 79c_

32-Ounce

Swift's Chopped

Plus Deposit

1

Large Head

Bag

19c
WC
C
49c

lb. 10

Doz. in bag

VINGS

I

5

3-1b. can

for

or Bottles

Swift

21-oz. can

Red & WhIte

average
lb.
5: bia. b

5,th $100

lb.

Sticks

16-oz $1
cans

-

Swift ProTen First Cut

lb.

516-oz.

ns
516oz.
age
cans

cans

WHEN YOU BUY A

.••

4:
4
)
•
.
4
.

•••
.••

INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS

. 4.
••
4••
)
••
4•
)
••
4•
)
••
,4
•
•
•

59C

4
••••14?If

're
'04*

Breast

GIRT PRICE
THIS COUPON

LB

•44.
••
>•
••
At
)
•
•
.)•

WITHOUT COUPON $159
p.

•

•

89t

Wings

u1-39t
•..11.za.

Thighs

$119
Expires March 17, 1973

CHICKEN PARTS

A

FOLGER'S COFFEE

SPECIAL PRICE
MTN TIALS COUPON

Ciyupon

Johnson's

SAVE 256 WHEN YOU BUY
2-LB. CAN of

SAVE40c
A
10-0z. Jar of
>4
•

•V•

5 lbs.

ileow
Agr

Johnson's

3:01010

.Legs

u379c

Neck

LB--69c

Back

.
1.
044.•
.201:14:*• Ewes Marc100.-a4$0

Liver

LB

••1

-LB-19c
LB

19`

•

-
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Nest egg not meant for
birds who have flown
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Mrs. Wallace Ford
Hostess For Meet
,Mrs. Wallace Ford opened
her home for the meeting of the
United Methodist Women of the
Martin's Chapel Church held on
Tuesday. February 20, eleven
o'clock in the evening.
"Empowering Women for
Missions" was the theme of the
program presented by Mrs.
Ford who also read the scripture for the devotion.
Mrs. Eunice Henry, vicechairman, presided' ht the
meeting. Mr*. Larry Cunningham, secretary, read the
tninutes, and Mrs. Ralph
Robertson, treasurer, gave her
report.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Otis Whitnell.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. W.A. Cunningham.
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, March 20, with
Mrs. Louise Bynum.

Debate Team Gives
Program At Meet
Of Home Department

Members of the Varsity
Debate Team from Calloway
County High School presented
the program at the meeting of
the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday, February 15, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the
club house.
The team, coached by Larry
England, used the subject, "The
Federal Government Should
Finance Public and Secondary
Education," for its debate with
Randy Williams and Johnny
Riley for the affirmative and
Quentin Fannin and Dale Arnold for the negative.
Mrs. R. M. Miller, program
leader for the - day, introduced
Coach England and the team
members
The chairman, Mrs. A C.
LaFollette, presided and the
scripture from the book of
Matthew was read by Mrs Max
Hurt.
Mrs. LaFollette announced
that the general club was
leading the drive to raise funds
for the power rescue tool. A
resolution in memory of Mrs.
Nell Neubauer, a former
member, was read All memThe Red Carpet Dining bers were urged to enter the
Room in Parts, Term, was the sewing contest for the club.
Mrs. Ray Buckingham,
site of the annual Valentine
Banquet held by the Alpha
finance chairman,reported that
Delta chapter of Beta Sigma the department was still selling
Phi. The banquet was held in Civic Pride cleaners and the
honor of Mrs Joe ( Dianne) general club cookbooks.
Ginn, who was selected as the
Hostesses for the social hour
1973, Valentine Queen
were Mrs. Carl Lockhart, Mrs
Humphrey
After a delicious meal, Mrs. Walter Wilson, Mrs.
Maggard.
Ginn, who was chosen as a Key, and Mrs. Paul

Alpha Xi Deltas
Hold Banquet For
Valentine Queen

Golden Wedding Anniversary

pickup
"sure thing" like a moose needs a katraek. The
joints in St. Paul are full of them. A word of warning,
however, if you are seriously considering such a girl: Make
morning.
a staixiing appointment with your physician every
You're a ditch to need it.
DEAR ABBY. I am in the process of suing my husband
for extreme physical cruelty. He settles all disagreements
with his fists, and the people at the emergency ward at the
hospital are sick of seeing me.
My lawyer advised me to find somewhere else to live
until we could get into court, so some friends took me in.
While living with them, I became attached to their 22-yearold son (I am 30, and have three children.]
I was given custody of the children and also the house
and furnishings my husband and I owned jointly When he
was served ad ordered to leave the premises, he stripped
the place of all the furniture, including two television sets
and the radio. He even took the light bulbs. lie was ordered
to pay me a certain amount for child support, but I haven't
seen a peony of it.
My husband has been seen out dancing every night My
lawyer told me not to go out with any men, but I am losing
my sanity sitting here in an empty house with nothing to
watch or listen to and sleeping in a borrowed sleeping bag.
I called my lawyer and his answering service said he went
on a vacation and will be gone for six weeks. What should I
STIR CRAZY IN ARKANSAS
do?

By Abigail Van Buren

4
rs.
Mr. and Mrs.'Edward Dowdy, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy, Sr., of Murray Route Five will
anniversary with an open
celebrate their golden wedding
hquse from two to six o'clock in the evening on Saturday, March
10, in their home_
They were married March 10, 1923, in Murray by the late Rev.
J.M. Pool.
They have nine children, who are Mrs. Bennie Collie, Richard
Dowdy, Mrs. Truman Bean, and George Dowdy, all of
I
Murray, Mrs. Ray Barrow of Puryear, Term., Edward Dowdy,
Jr., (Bob) of Paris, Term., Miss Gladys Dowdy of Indianapolis
Indianan, Mrs. Gayle Finney of Hazel, and Staff Sergeant James
C. Dowdy of Ft. Henning. Georgia. They have eighteen grandchildren and one great grandchild
All friends and relatives are invited to attend their celebration.

DF:Aft ABBY During our 30 years of married life,
worked two jobs so as to provide a good home for my wife
and children Now the kids are married and on their own—
itfheouagnhdt
or sort,
I saved a little nest egg for our retirement
years, but it seems that the style these days is to hand
over the money to the kids for down-payments on homes,
furniture, or rust to help them pay their rent'
1 am against this. I say, let them work for it the way
wt' did When they work for things themselves, they appreciate them more Why should we dig into our savings to
make life easier for them.
My wife is o a softy_ and has started to hand out money
to our kids. Of course, there is no such thing as a "loln er
a "note" with your own children. It's just a present,. Please
print this with your answer. She thinks I am tight and
hardhearted when I say. "No more!"
DAD IN HACKENSACK. N J

Coffee Cup Chatter
can be changed with the seasons
or as one tires of them.

DEAR 11.1(10ENSACK: Let the kids hack It themselves
-in Hackensack and everywhere else' I'm with you. Dad

DEAR STIR: Every lawyer should have a colleague his
clients can commit in his absence. If yours has net, you
would be justified in finding another lawyer Check with
your local Legal Aid Society or the County It4r Sssoelation.

DEAR ABBY! How does a guy go about finding one of
those girls who's a sure thing' Know what I mean' The
kind who meets a guy, and if they dig each other. she'll
hioe an affair with him without getting too serious They
may even live together without any strings attached
I've had the marriage bit, thanks. and I played it
square, but she sure had me fooled And when we split up,
she took me for all I was good for
I've thought of running an ad in the paper, but I don't
know how to word it without being downright blunt I'm no
bum I've got a job and I don't wear my hair long Vital
statistics 34 years old, 6 feet tall, 180 pounds Ilaye brown
eyes and dark hair, and can be amorous
Please publish this I may get a straight answer You
can skip the sermon. I once believed in love and marriage,
but no more At least this way there's no phony baloney,
and everyone knows the score. LOOKING IN ST PAUL
DEAR LOOKING : You need me to help you find a

Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest.
For a persoaal reply, write to ABBY Box No IMO, L. A.,
Calif. Mg. Enclose stamped, sell-addressed envelope,
please.
011.1 idle.° •
-101‘
0.0 berri'

By County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
RAse 4,e,0 s;t1
-Purchase Area
Li"• •
Floors are especially ImAn easy way to trim leather is portant in ahcieving space the
Cieu. 713-0131
with rows and rows of eye looks down more often than
indecorative stitching For
it looks up. Wall-to-wall carmember of the International
tricate designs-draw your idea peting gives one sweep of color
Beta Sigrne Phi Royal We.
an a piece of. paper, then and texture, adding visual
•
was presented vrith a silver
transfer it to the right side of the space. Carpeting should have a
bowl by Rowena Emerson,
garment. Outline the design level pile and firm backing. The
president.
with stitching. If you have a luxury feeling of deep pile
The program for thsevenlnig_egutar_ Meet
machine with lets of decorative carpeting is a hazard to people
parodied the televiion show
stitches, you can really go wild. as they grow older.
"This Is Your Life," tracing
Use buttonhole twist on top;
Wood paneling for walls
Dianne Guin's life and including
regular thread on the bobbin.- should be avoided as they make
many humorous sketches about
(Topsy) Dean Roper, Courthouse, a small room appear much
Laveda
Mrs.
her school years, courtship, and
Brandon opened her lovely Mayfield, Ky. 42066
smaller and also make a room
sorority membership
These Special Prices Good Now thru Sat, March 3.
hawse on the Parts Highway for
dark Some patterns in the
Attending the banquet were
Hive you heard about the white painted paneling have far
the February meeting of the
Messrs and Mesdames Joe
Paris Road Homemakers Club. Food Forum to be held in this too much pattern for a small
Gum, John Emerson, Mike
MILLIKEN
area March 15 and 16' This is a
Presiding at the meeting was special program arranged by room Ease of upkeep with
• Morgan, Bruce Thomas,'
CREPE aural
compensate
not
does
paneling
president,
Gee,
Alice
• Richard Ford, David Foley, Mrs. Mary
100 PERCENT POBYESTE
the Extension Homemakers and
washing of a
Tommy Brown, Ray Klass, who welcomed the Members is open to the public. Mrs. Alice for an occasional
one
when
wall
'Brushed Bedford Cords in
65 per cent polyester, 35 per
Jackie Jones, W Williams, and three visitors, Mrs. Kent Jarman, Director of the Martha good painted
cent cotton
light creamy plaids 4S"
living in
• Bobby Wilson, Donald Lyons, White, Mrs. Herman Roach, White Kitchenek will be present feels closed in and
to 16" wide. Solid
polyester
of
prints
neat
wide 100 per cent cotton
Arnonett,
--Junaita
darkenss
and Danny Workman Also in and Mrs. Elwood White.
cotton batiste Wash and
Perfect weight for spring.
colors. An easy care tabire.
to give a demonstration on Courthbuse, Paducah, Ky.
Wear
attendance were Mesdames
The devotion from Proverbs "Bake A Good Feeling." Be 42001
Fred Gardner, Jerry Thomas, 3:13-18 was read by Mrs. Lucille alert for further details -Mrs.
and Charles Chillcut.
Grogan_ Poll call was answered Patricia Curtsinger, Cour°IffyI Card file in your purse
by members giving quotes by thouse, Benton, Ky 42025
and when you buy a piece of
Abraham Lincoln or George
I I Xt
SUPER STOWE
LARGE SELECTION
With spring around the fabric, record all the inWashington.
you may want to paint, formation on the end of the
Mrs. Gee made several an corner,
brush has bolt-fabric content, laundering
45" wide SO per
nouncements concerning but the paint
65 per SO per cent polyester
other
cent polyester. 29
and
PI•ids, stripes, prints, solids cotton
hardened by not being instructions
coming events this month and become
cent polyester, 35 per cent
per cent cotton
SO per cent cotton
along
Staple
you
and
facts.
thoroughly
necessary
cleaned
blends
Latest spring
and assorted
Wash and
also in March including the
wear
card
on
the
to
cleaner
swatch
fabric
a
commercial
with
no
have
prints Wash and
Fashion
right
in
colors
meeting March 20, 21, and
wear Reg $1 79
spring shades Reg
::. The Sunshine Homemakers state
hand. Just heat enough vinegar and place in a file box You have
22
Save 10 cents
rd
yd Save 20 cents
yd.
r monthly
ile
1Mb held its retla
yd. $159
to cover the brush and let it a quick reference for, care ind
298
$249t°S
yd.
ye
"Sugar
of
Mrs.
meeting in the
The craft lesson on
soak It will become as pliable structions for the finished
Veronica Elkins on Friday, Molds'• was presented by Mrs as before. If it has become very garment. -Catherine C.
;February 16
Margaret Roach who along writh hardened, you may have to Thompson, Hickman, Ky 42050
Mrs. Nona Tabers presided at Mrs Linda Blakely displayed repeat the heating of the
i the meeting and Miss Eva an exampled of an Easter egg. vinegar.-Barletta Wrather, 206
F Higgins read the devotion from The main lesson on Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071 Are you one of those persons
". Acts 9:36 and the thought for
who can't seem to have any luck
THESE
"Decorative Trim" was given
the month. Six members anwith a home garden' Your
by Mrs. Lucille Hart and Mrs.
COUPONS
swered the roll call by naming
be
you
may
that
problem
One large room can be made
Alice Steely They had many
something Abrham Lincoln had
to appear as two in many dif- depending on luck rather than a
samples on display
VALUABLE COUPON
VALUABLE COUPON
said
ferent ways. Two area rugs plan- and good planning is the
the
directed
Brandon
Mrs
to
home
success
in
secret
on
lesson
The
main
Instead of wall to wall carpet
SAVE 41' Per Yard
SAVE 31' Per Yard
, "Decorative Trim" was recreational period and served
definitely makes a division. gardening. First, plan what to
Think about the
- presented to Mrs Tabers and refreshments in the Valentine Two different but compatible plant
motif
-Our Exile Stock
: Mrs. Higgins
styles of furniture, one for each vegetables your family likes
--Solid Colont-45" wide
in their diet Then
needs
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-All Fun Bolts-45" wide
would
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that will be needed for use and
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The recreation for the month
schedule of what to plant, when
Reg. $1.29 yd.
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dividing
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a
line.
Of
McIntosh, Myrtle Madrey,
Expires sat , March 3rd
I was a surprise stork shower in
to plant, how much to plant, etc
Expires Sat., March 3rd With This Coupon
Mavis Gibbs, Barbara White, course room dividers and
honor of Mrs Tabers
9
.
I
.
• AV
• /
furnitiure at right angles to the You will want to make several
Carol Smith, arid Virtania Duke
wall always divide
Mildred plantings of some vegetables, so
held
The next meeting will be
you will have them fresh from
The next meeting will be held W. Potts, IaCenter, Ky. 42056
on Wednesday, March 14, at
VALUABLE COUPON
the garden all through the
12:30 p.m at the home of Mrs with Mrs Lucille Hart on
growing
season
Your
county
are
What
you
doing
today
will
March 11
Linda Bray.
SAVE '1.32 Per Yard
SAVE 29' Per Yard
in a large degree determine the Extension Office has I'K garden
that
publications
will
help you
quality of your later years. The
art of llVIng-at-your best must plan a garden schedule and
• -45 '' wide
be practiced every day. What answer many of your questions.
ACRYLICS—POLYESTER
-SO per cent Polyester, 50
and Cotton Blends. Cottons
Maxine
Griffin,
Clintor
Ky
happens to you is not as imper cent cotton
—Solids,
Stripes, heats
-Wash and wear
portant as how you let that
—SO" to $2' wide Machine
-Solids and Fashion Armes
wash
happening effect your outlook
Reg SI 98 yd
Reg. S2.29 yd.
on life.--Sue Fraser, Bardwell,
fiarsires sat., march 3rd
&mares Sat., March 3rd
Ky. 42023
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Pans Road Club

MON IQV

At Brandon Home

SEW MORE FOR SPRING WITH THESE
PICK-OF-THE-WEEK SAVINGS!!

DOUBLE KNITS
U"

Sunshine Club Has
Surprise Shower
For Mrs. Tabers

1

Spring Seersucker Solid Color DUCK

PLAIDS

BROADCLOTH Prints

1 39

FABULOUS BARGAINS
WITH THESE OUTSTANDINGilikw

SAVE!
Ctif

f

Coupon VALUES!
DOTTED SWISS

Tremode BROADCLOTH

81

i

Spring Weight KNITS

Famous KETTLECLOTH

We Want Your
Home Loan
.„., 4k.

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753 7921

FBIRT'Haji

THE SMALL RETIREMENT
HOME OR APARTMENT
TODD GIRL
SPECIAL • Mr. and Mrs. Michael
NEEDS
Todd,
DECORATING TECHNIQUES 304 South 13th Street.
Murray.
Color has emotional and are the parents of a baby
girl,
psyctrlogical effects on people. Mary Anne, weighing
seven
Warecolors of red, orange and pounds eleven ounces, born on
yellow makes a room look Sunday, February: 25, at
3:55
smaller,a ceiling look lower Apt, *ear
atibe.-MurrarC1111Mvik
a wall look closer To make a County Hospital
room look larger, a ceiling look
The new father is associated
higher, or a wall look farther with Todd
Brothers Motor
away use a cool color; blue Sales. Murray.
violet
green or
Grandparents are Mr and
Neutralized colors should be
used in small rooms A one- Mrs. Calvin Todd of Murray
color background gives a larger Route Two and Mr and Mrs
appearance as walls, draperies, Flaw' Robertson of Murray.
- Great grandmothers are Mrs.
carpets and furniture.-To brighten' the small:T.00m, Harry Shekell, Mrs Herbert
Mrs
use bright colors in ac- Todd, and
Mary
cessories--small items which Christensen all of Murray

.g...,yrt)(4..Vt.A.Ny..z)tg.,x,.9t.)tz.y•
VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE '1.00 Per Yard

SAVE '1.00 Per Yard

100% Polyester Dress Crep i
, -45" %gide
- Wash and wear
esgetest Wino cows
--Famous Mill
peg 52 98 yd
Expires Sat , March 3rd
.

111110.11
BANstafIKARO
111:10111

Hurry!

r I

FROM AMERICAt'S LEADING MILLS
DESIGNER CUT-100 PER CENT POLYESTER

DOUBLE
KNITS
to S
pieces
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s

yd.'

'
'
._:'5''':
I
,
1.1

With ThiS COOP011 Ai
1
t
..i
Nt
yd.tx,vx•

-Calves seretaron • of solids
and fancies
-Orginal values to SS SI yd
Our Regular Low Price 52 98
yd
Expires Sat March 3rd

With This Coupon

••ts\y,wczNyi.•_)ct.,y,.•.)t.-..vdtf.z,v(%y,49e.N.Y`

_ _MONIQUE.FABRICS
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

Murray, Ky.
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serve.
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Mrs. Beverly Fulks
Speaker At Meet
At French Home

Allen -Jackson Vows To Be Read

Dunn And Tustian Wedding Vows Solemnized .
Thursday, March 1
The Murray Jaycettes will
meet at the home of Mrs. Diana
Youngerman at 7:30 p.m.

The Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church held
its monthly meeting in the home
of Mrs. Willene French with
Mrs. Sonja Futrell as assisting
hostess.
Mrs. Judy Koch, chairman,
presided. The devotion and
calendar of prayer were given
by Mrs. Margaret Wilkins.
Reports were given from
various activities including the
purchase of a push sweeper for
use in the church nursery.
Plans were discussed for a
banquet for women to be held
Thursday, March 8, in the
church fellowship hall. Mrs,
Thomas Wilkins of Mayfield
will be the guAt speaker.
Committees were organized to
work on preparations for the
banquet.
Mrs. Beverly Fulks, former
BYW at Memorial, was guest
speaker. Her topic was
"Happiness in the Lord" and
she also shared some of the
_programs and activities of her
!await church, First Baptist at
Mayfield.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses. Those present
were Willene French, Sonja
Futrell, Nancy Epperson, Sue
Wynn, Judy Koch, Connie
White, Linda Elzie, Donna
Casteel, Linda Witherspoon,
Margaret Wilkins, Janet
Phillips, and the visitor,
Beverly Fullts.

Women of the Murray Moose
Iralge will meet at eight p.m. at
the lodge.

•

Baptist Women of Kirksey
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the church.
WMCF of the Assembly of
God Church is scheduled to
meet at seven p.m.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting at 131)
p.m at the club house. Hosteses
will be Mesdames Kenton
Miller, Harold Douglas, J.B.
Wilson, Edgar Morris, Lenvel
Yates, and Miss Maude Nance.
The Methodist Men and
United Methodist Women of the
Bethel Church will r. aet at the
church at seven p.m. Ben Haley
will be speaker for ttw Men
Friday, March 2
Church Women United will
have a program in observance
of World Day of Prayer at ten
am, at the First Presbyterian
Church. All Interested persons
are invited to attend.

The newest you is a romantic re-creation of the sul.
try, seductive look of the
30's. Though fashionable women of that decade wore
dresses cut on the bias, some
were more successful than
ethers at achieving "the look."
It seems that the slinky
bias cut was notonous for
seeking out bulges, then
emphasizing them without
shame In retaliation many
30's ladies went on fad diets
of the day, ending up mere
scarecrow images of their
former selves The dieters
discovered that the bias cut
izi the itoo thin
did nothingt
figure eithe . ut with your
70's knowledge of nutrition,
you should he able to achieve
the perfect figure without losing important nutnents.
By a prioress railed wateum, your body replaces old
cells with new at the rate of
3 billion per minute Milk,
nature's most nearly perfect
food, provides high quality
t protein for energy, minerals
and vitamins for a glowing
complexion and shining h.iir
Combined with the other basic
3 food groups, milk gives the
new you the right figure for
the bias cut.
Top to toe, the romantic
new you should he a genuine reproduction of the 30's
Wk. Ruby red lips and softly
sladowed eyea, framed by the
pose boy bob, set the stage for
•ing earrings to make an
occasional appearance. The
clinging, draping line of the
bias is repeated again at the
gaol point of the popular
cowl neckline As the dress
dips below the knees, delight
the observer with a wild pair
of wedgies. Debut the newest
you at your next gala social
affair and put some new-fashioned romantic life hack into
parties.

Mrs. Graham Ralph Tustian

4

Miss Nancy Jane Alien
Rev. and Mrs. Randolph Allen of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Nancy
Jane, to Richard Dale Jacksonoon of Mrs. Elizabeth Jackson and
the late George Jackson of Normal, Illinois.
The bride-elect, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Pace of
Hopkinsville, is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
Bob Jones University of Greenville, South Carolina. She is
.
presently teaching at Bob Jones.
Mr. Jackson, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Barnes of
Symsonia, is a graduate of Normal High School and attended
Illinois State University. He is employed with Prilts Equipment
Company of Bloomington, Ill.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 16, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the Northside Baptist Church,
Murray, with Rev. Randolph Allen officiating. -All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Golden Age Club will-iman-aa-potluck luncheon at the socAil
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 12 noon. In
charge of arrangements Alf0 '—
Norman Klapp, Paul Kinclim
Mr. and Mrs. W.O. V
Mrs. Clarence Hoilesellie
Lillie Outland, and MIL ROY
Harrell

pown_ the
arden Path

3,

Alice Jarman, Director of
Martha White's Test Kitchens,
Nashville, . will be the guest
speaker at a Food Forum being
arranged by the Purchase Area .
Homemaker's'
Extension
Organization. The Food Forum
will be open to the public and
will be presented two days in
the area.
On Thursday, March 15, the
program will be presented in,
the Murray State University
Student Union Ballroom. The
second program will be
presented on Friday, March 16,
at the Paducah Jaycee Civic
Center.
The programs are being
arranged by county foods
leaders in the Purchase Area
and Mrs. Pat Curtsinger,
Marshall County Extension
Home Economist.
Registration will be held each
day from 9:15-9:45 with an
admission fee of $1.00 for adults
and 50 cents for students. The
program will begin at 9:45 and
adjourn by noon. Refreshments
will be served an approximately
25 door prizes will be given
away.
Miss Jarman's theme will be
"Bake A Good Feeling" and she
will give a demonstration with
emphasis on using new products
In old recipes.
Miss Jarman, one of the
home
South's)
leading
economists, has been with
Martha Whie 20 years. Her
television appearances and her
baking
demonpersonal
strations all over the South have
Made her known to
thousands of homemakers as
Miss Alice."

To langhten the inside of
stained aluminum cooking vessels, fill with water to which a
little water softener has been
added. Allow to soak for awhile
and wash and dry as usual

wearing a mauve blazer with
The chapel of the Wieuca orchid, and deep purple with
matching plaid skirt worn with
Road Baptist Church, Atlanta, baby's breath.
•
II
45,
• 4.
•
Miss Laura Lee Workman of a white blouse and mauve
Ga., was the scene of the
March $
••
Saturday,
•
and
By Mrs. W.P.*MU AMS
wedding of Miss Patricia Ann Rock Hill, South Carolina, sweater. Her coat, shoes,
141-e Goo** Fashions•
Legion
American
The
Dunn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. cousin of the bride, was the purse were of,rnauve suede and Auxiliary will have a rummage
a
for pruning simple method and is one that is • 0
time
the
that
Now
orpurple
a
was
corsage
her
dress
of
a
wore
and
girl
Bel-Air Shopping:
Milburn Dunn, 235 Devonwood flower
sale at the Legion Hall, South Is running short, it might be well easily followed. Try it this year •
chid.
•
•
Center
Drive, N. W., Atlanta, to the same color and desist/as the
6th and Maple Streets, (rain to check our trees and shrubs for and you will enjoy having your
Graham Ralph Madan, son of honor attendants. She ceeried a
sparya. own creation
or
branches
surplus
any
Persons
p.m.
one
to
seven
a.m.
now
are
Malian
Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael W. white wicker basket filled with
that is tkan
their apartment at having items for the sale should Pruning is an art
variegated miniature car- residing at
Tustian, also of Atlanta.
quite senoulsy by the Japanese.
Ga. bring them on Friday night.
Clarkston,
600
Northern,
Rev. Oliver Wllbanks per- nations and baby's breath.
Begmaiag with the dwarf
of North
The honor attendants and The bride is a grathaate
formed the impressive double
plants, the Bonsai, that are very
Springs High School, Atlanta,
Sunday, March 4
carefully shaped partially by
ring ceremony on Saturday, flower girl wore small gold
arid the groom is a graduate of
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E. bending a branch into the
February 3, at seven o'clock in lockets, gifts of the bride.
School, Rowland, will be honored with desired lines and partially by
High
Ridgeview
Columbus,
altar
of
Tustian
the
Brian
before
the evening
Atlanta, and employed in an open house in celebration of Pruning.
with the large Bible as the focal Ohio, brother of the groom, was
that area. their golden wedding anEnglish gardens are often
large , fern best man. Groomsmen and construction work in
with
point
is the grandson of Mrs. niversary at the home of a son, filled with shaped evergreens
arrangements surrounding the ushers were Michael Tustian He
Tuettan of Kent, Clyde Rowland, U.S. Highway where the pruning knife is used
Published at:
seven branch candelabra on and Stuart Tustian, both Walter
who was unable to 641 North,from two to five p.m. to give unusual effects. But the
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
each side. A program of organ brothers of the groom, Billy England,
Editor: MONA PURDOM
idea can be carried out here in
Fricker, and Timothy Cate, all attend the wedding due to
music was presented.
for the
gardens,
small
our
illness.
will
Cain
E
C.
Mrs.
and
Mr
of Atlanta, Ga.
Bride's Dress
How do 1 know my youth is all spent'
The out of town guests were celebrate their 45th wedding amateur can cut away a branch
For her daughter's wedding,
The bride, given in marriage
Well. my get up and go, has got up and went.
to
there
stem
complete
a
or
here
Dunn
the
at
anniversary with an open house
by her father, was lovely in a Mrs. Dunn wore a floor length overnight guests
in spite of it all - Finable to grin
But
our
to
look
different
a
at the Squire D at the home of their youngest give
floor length wedding gown of dress of orchid silk chiffon over home and also
When
I think of where my get up has been
evergreen
an
plants. So often
ivory guipure lace over satin taffeta with silver shoes and Inn at Atlanta. Mr. and Mrs. son at 402 South 6th Street, grows entirely too big for the
and
p.m.
Dunn
Murray, from two to five
peau. The gown, a Galitut bag. Mrs. Tustian, mother of Milburn
Old Age is golden,so I've heard it said
space allotted to it.
entertained
designed by Christos, was the groom,chose to wear a floor daughter, Deborah
of
But sometimes I wonder as I get into bed,
matter
a
merely
is
it
When
group with a brunch
enhanced by an Egyptian length dress of deep pink in the entire
With my ears in the drawer, my teeth in a cup
size, don't try to prune it all at
Sunday
on
at
home
their
neckline, white satin ribbon at satinenssa with off white shoes.
My eyes on the table, until I wake up.
once. Cut away some this year
left for
the empire waistline, and long They wore corsages of purple morning before they
Ere sleep dims my eyes I say to myself :
and some the next season. In a
their respective homes.
flounced sleeves. Her long orchids.
Is there anything else I should've laid on the shelf'
very few years a shapely plant
Out of town guests included
45
As the bride approached the
flowing veil of silk illusion was
will emerge from an overgrown
John
Mrs
crowded one. None of us prune
attached to a headpiece of ivory altar she presented her mother Mrs. Hallet Dunn,
lam happy to say as I close n...; door—
Lloyd Dunn,
as severely as we should. We
Chantilly lace enhanced by a with a rose and as she left the Workman, Harold
My friends are the same,only perhaps even more
Hardy
The home of Mrs. Bun just hate to cut into a perfectly
Mrs.
and
altar after the ceremony Mr.
satin bow and tiny pearls. _
When I was young, my slippers were red,
the
of
D.
scene
J.
Mrs.
Wilkerson was the
healthy plant that we cherish.
She carried a cascade bridal presented her mother-in-law Culpepper, Mr. and
I could kick up my heels right over my head
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Timothy meeting of the Harris Grove But for its own sake it Days to
When I grew older my slippers were blue
bouquet of phalaenopsis orchids with a rose.
J. B. Homemakers held on Wed- get ruthless
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Murphy,
Mrs. Mallet Dunn and Mrs.
and stephanotis with baby's
But still I could dance the whole night thru
More first aid for the food
the
with
Burkeen,
14,
you
nesday, February
B.
Save cuttings of the ones
Now I am old, my slippers are black,
breath and miniature ivy. Her John Workman, both of Murray, Burkeen, Dennis
budget - Bologna and sweetBurkeen, all of vice-president, Mrs. Wilkerson, especially like. They are very
sour cabbage! Boll t wo cups
I walk to the store and puff my way back
only jewelry was a gold locket. grandmothers of the bride, and Miss Patsy
Stark of presiding in the absence of the easily rooted. The best way is to
of shr
cabbage in a ketThe reason I know my youth is all spent
Miss Ana Macias of Atlanta were attired in blue street Murray; Mrs. Harus
Wilford president, Mrs. Eugene Nance. dip the ends in some of the
tle of water for seven
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Benton;
wore
corand
of
dresses
length
honor.
maid
My get up and go has got up and went.
the
bride's
was
plant
a
and
drain.
Cut
quarter
minutes,
Dunn of
Mrs. Don Osmus and Mrs. Joe hormone preparations
Her bridesmaids were Miss sages of white cymbidium E. Dunn and Howard
pound of bologna into slivers
New Port Richey, Fla.; Mr and Williford explained the lesson in sand,or a sand and peat moss
But I really don't mind, when I think with a grin,
Pamela Neibanck of Atlanta orchids.
and saute in butter. Beat toa
Mrs. Gaston Neal, Miss Cindy rm "Knitting" and also gave the mixture. Keep them moist for
of
gether one egg, two tableDunn
Ann
Of all the grand places my get up has been.
Reception
and Miss Deborah
you
find
will
you
and
weeks
few
Gary lesson on "Decorative Trim."
spoons of vinegar and one
Since I've retired from life's competition
Following the ceremony the Neale, and Mr. and Mrs.
assortment t
Athens, Ga., sister of the bride
new eassogrtmnes
of
Home Furnishings chairman, have a The
tablesppon of sugar. Stir both
I busy myself with complete repetition.
wore floor reception was held at the Beau Neal and son, Curtis, all
attendants
The
root
evergreens
shrubs
the egg mixture and bologna
Mrs.
a
letter
read
Mrs.
Clifton Jones,
arid
length dresses of purple crepe Rivage Club house in Roswell, Dearborn, Mich.; Mr.
manner.
this
I
get up each morning—I dust off my wits,
in
well
particularly
into the hot cabbage and
son, she had received. Mrs. Marvin
and
James
Cote
radiance with orchid satin trim Ga.
Pick up the papers and read the "O'bits"
Have you bought your annuals
serve.
Mrs.
from
Lake,
a
letter
read
Parks
Orchard
of
The bride's table was covered Christopher,
at the waists. The skirts were
yet? The new seeds are in the
If my name is missing, I know I'm not dead,
Mrs. Bob Barletta Wrather giving dates stores and like a child in a candy
softly gathered to the bodice with an off white lace cloth Mich., and Mr. and
I eat a good breakfast and go back to bed.
So
Laura of meetings in the month of
4 owed
store, I always go overboard.
above the normal waistlines. caught up at the corners with Workman and children,
Rock
of
February.
Owen,
Lee and John
They look so attractive and most
House plants perk up when The dresses were fashioned white pink satin ribbon bows,
Homemakers
of
A
the
report
Hill, South Carolina.
of the annual seed will grow
you dust their leaves with a with low round necklines and and centered with the beautiful
Council meeting at Mayfield almost anywhere. Buy now
Rehearsal Dinner
four tiered wedding cake iced in
milk - dampened cloth. This set-in long full sleeves.
Mr. and Mrs Michael W. was given by Mrs. Alfred while you have a full choice.
They each carried a nosegay white with blue flowers and
Hearty greetings and a warm welcome to our newest
makes them take on a dark and
Chester Willoughby
parents of the groom, Taylor. Mrs. Wilkerson read the
Tustian,
Mr
carthe
around
is
glossy sheen and
beneficial of variegated miniature
sugared orchids
resident: Mrs. Edna Edwards from Memphis, Tennessee
entertained with a rehearsal scripture from Acts 9:36 and writes that she has poinsettias
to the plants
nations in the colors of pink, base of the cake.
son and his repeated The Lord's Prayer in saved from last year that
The punch table, also covered' •dinner for theirChattahoochee
Many thanks to the Beta Club of Calloway County High
She
bloomed beautifully
unison_
the
at
fiancee
.7"\Efi
SA
was
in a off white lace cloth,
for the darling valentines.
School
40 Country
Mrs. Wilkerson served open followed the prescribed plan
centered with a beautiful Plantation Club,
Also, THANK YOU to the BYW of the First Baptist Church
yard
the
in
out
pot
the
setting
on
heart
Ga.,
and
faced
sandwiches
for the delicious Cookies.
arrangement of pink carnations Club Drive, Marietta,
2
shaped cookies with Cokes and as soon as warm weather came,
in a silver bowl. The attendants' Friday evening, February
in
stems
the
back
cutting
The tables were attuctively coffee during the social hour. then
Happy Birthday to: DAVID BARRCIWMAN and BUNNIE
bouquets were used for further
late summer. She brought them
decorated for the occaskn. The . Qther members present, not
FARRIS we wish for both of you, many,many more
decoration.
frost
first
the
before
house
the
in
were
mentioned,
previously
Pink champagne, pink bridal couple presented gifts to
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones, Mrs. and, set them in a sunny window
Mr. Murray Carr is undergoing diagnostic test at the
champagne punch, and pink their attendants.
Dixon, Mrs. Bill in the day and in a dark closet at
the
James
for
Covers were laid
Murray-Calloway Co Hospital. We wish him a speedy return
punch were served from crystal
rooted some of
has
She
night
ArmBobby
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Wrather,
to Fern Terrace
bowls at the three bridal couple, Mr. and
punch
and
cut
off
were
that
stems
the
Deborah strong. Visitors present were
reception tables along with Milburn Dunn, Miss
plants. This is a
Mrs. Jenny Wilson, Mrs. Devo will start new
N
shrimp, open faced sandwiches, Ann Dunn, Miss Ana MaciasTODAX'S TIP ON SELECTING A PERSONAL CARE
Mr.
Howard
Bridges, and Mrs.
Miss Pamela Neibanck,
mints, nuts, and cake.
'HOME:
Keep a hos of tissues handy
and Mrs. Andrew McLaughlin, Wendt.
Background music was
A rummage sale was planned near the ironing board and tuck
Craft:KITS
Billy Fricker, Timothy Cate,
No amount of conversation by telephone will take the place of
one in 'hid-blouses. iilacks and
'played throughout the recep•
fiffrie fairr*:nretdelld be dog!eltfler agetterarr'
Michael' Tustian, Sffnitt for Mardi 17.each
ironing
after
pockets
dress
tion.
The next meeting will be Itleld
appointment or without, as long as the time of day is
Tustian, Mr. and Mrs. Brian
last-minute
Saves
garment
reasonable.
d Aremils,
After the reception the couple Tustian, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wednesday, March 14, at one checking to see If the youngsters
lee
Alfred
Mrs.
p.m.
at
of
the
home
Laura
Miss
Workman,
left for a wedding trip to Key
them.
have
Taylor.
West, Florida, with the bride Workman, and the hosts.

FERN

Mrs. Bun Wilkerson
Hostess For Meet
Harris Grove Club

Budget dish

'The

itrAieM

Food Specialist To
Give Demonstration
Here, Food Forum

The United Methodist Women
of the Bethel and Brooks Chapel
Churches will meet at Bethel
Church at seven p.m.

"A Day of Recollection" will
be held at St. Leo's Catholic
Church starting with a coffee at
6:30 a.m followed by awn=
ferences, lunch, and programs

I
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Communications System
To Begin In State Soon
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Kentuckians will soon benefit
from a new emergency medical
communications system to be
implemented throughout the
state.
According to Mrs. Pat Loar
the objective of the • communications system is to
provide a mechanism Ouch
will help health facilities and
vehicles to provide rapid
emergency medical aid to the
patent_
Loar is assistant
Mrs
director -of Emergency Health
Services for the State Health
Department.
According to plans, eachhospital in the state will be
designated as either an area or
regional hospital. Each hospital
will be able to commurucate by
radio, on a local frequency, with
ambulance vehicles as well as
all other hospitals within range.
"Communications between
the scene of accidents and
hospitals in the state will enable
not only necessary advance
preparation, but also routing
the patient to the nearest
hospital having available the
services he
resources and
needs," explained Mrs. Loar.
Until how, the telephone has
been the chief method of
communication in emergencies.
a
however,
Sometimes,

telephone is not immediately
accessible, and in emergenclea,
especially disasters, lines can
become completely tied up—
making it impossible to make a
call.
Mrs. Loar noted that in adcomdirect
to
dition
munications between hospitals
and ambulance services on a
local basis, the system will
provide a communications link
bet‘-keen hospitals within a
region and between the regions
themselves through designated
hospitals.
A spokesman for the
Medical
University of Kentucky
Center, designated as a regional
hospital, was very optimistic
about the new system.
We at the UK Medical
Center welcome the opportunity
to participate in the emergency
communication system," said
Frank Bailey, director of Public
Information and Services for
the medical center.
"The plan will permit a rapid
response to severe emergency
situations wherever they might
occur throughout the Commonwealth."
Roland H. Dallaire, director
of Emregency Health Services,
said people throughout the state
are cooperating in order to get
the program in operation as
soon as possible.

State National Guard
Has New Image
By JAMES K. STALEY
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (API
"courtroom of the future"
is being built for a Sacramento
law school experiment aimed at
boosting security, curbing disruptions, aiding news coverage
and making the jury's job easier.
"The practice of law in most
courtrooms-today LS about as
modern as performing surgery
in a barbershop," says Gordon
Schaber, dean of the University
of Pacific's McGeorge Law
School where the courtroom is
scheduled for completion in
- • --•-• •
June.
The $464,000 facility, which
Schaber describes as the first
of its kind in the nation, will be
used for real trials as well as
simulated trials for training
law students and law officers.
Among Its innovations will be
desks for jurors, who will be
encouraged to take notes. Jurors also will have a closeup
look at evidence via nine-inch
television screens on their
desks and will be able to view
videotapes of the trial during
deliberations.
Other innovations:
—The room will be circular
so jurors can sit with their
backs to the audience and thus
be free from distractions from
spectators.
—News reporters will observe
from a special viewing area

-.A

and from behind one-way glass,
"to reduce interference and increase the view."
—Security devices will include remote control locks on
courtroom doors and weapon
detectors at the doorways.
isolation
—A soundproof
chamber where an unruly defendant can hear and see what
is going without being able to
interfere.
--Closed circuit.ielevision of
the trial into a public viewing
room in the event the audience
disrupts the trial and must be
excluded.
--Translation facilities and
'headphones for participants,
who do not understand English.
"Even courtrooms built in
the late 19603 are obsolete and
ill-suited for today's cases.
They are often poorly lighted,
subject to distracting - influences, lacking in proper security and offer few improved
means of presenting or preserving evidence," said Schaber, retired presiding judge of
Sacramento County Superior
Court.
Schaber told an interviewer
the main purpose of the new
courtroom "will be to train students in the basic skills of litigation."
But it is also intended to
serve as a laboratory for testing new designs and procedures
for modern courtrooms, he
said.

Name of Owner

BLONDIF
TNERE.SE
PLENTY
OP IT

i-4AVE 5.04.4E
BAD "-Jews atao some
G000 NEWS ABOUT
Dsk/Nra TONi6HT
DEAF/

Eq.

Call
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
March 3, 10:00 a.m. 412 Memorial
Drive, Paris, Tennessee at
Lowe's Grocery. Nice stock of
groceries, pottery, fishing tackle,
racks, counters, scales, slicer,
freezer box, dairy box, drink box,
and ice maker. Auctioneers;
Shorty McBride-247 and James
M2C
E. Travis-278.

SERVICES OFFERED

•Papering
-•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

CTISIS.
Army helicopters were
equipped with a "sniffer" that
could detect the direction where
chlorine fumes were most
dangerous and the guard
omp ete ome
choppers used loudspeaker
Remodeling
equipped aircraft to warn the
residents of the danger.
In the Civil Defense medical
emergency:operations plan, the
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
753-0961
guard pilots have two possible
Saturday, March 3, 1973,
transporting Auction,
responsibilities
James R. Hargrove,915
medical teams into disaster 1:00 p.m.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Items to be
areas plus evacuation of the N. 18th, Murray.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Kenmore
sick and injured to proper auctioned include:
13th Street "Every day you
portable dishwasher, Philco
medical facilities.
delay lets bugs have their
Sears
dryer,
Kenmore
Whether the situation is a Washer,
TFC
condition, way,"
local emergency involving only gas range-excellent
d playerOf the 47 pilots in the unit, 46 one person or a major disaster Console Color TV-recor
te, TV, WILL DO any kind of carpenter
are helicopter trained and the involving many, Kentucky State AM FM Radio, Black-whi
sell work, large or small jobs. Phone
Dinette
chest,
room
Dining
or
one
completed
have
majority
Police are usually the first on
Dresser,
March 6C
Bed,
753-7955
Single
chairs.
more tours of duty in Vietnam. the scene It is up to the
Recliner, Table
the scene to Chest, Rocker,
patrolman
In recent months the guard
Nightstand, 6-Piece Bedroom SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
request guard assistance
pilots have participated in
chair, 2 manufactured and installed by
Although guardsmen are suite, Bookcase, desk,
several search operations,
Atkins Gutter Installation,
ready and willing whenever Antique sewing machines,
Including a Red River Gorge
Good,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753items.
other
Tiller,
Garden
securing
needed, this system of
operation in which a 14-year-old
March 6C
Realty
aid was instituted to insure that clean sale. John Randolph
girl had been reported missing
M2C
the need for help was justified & Auction Co., 753-8382.
and last seen in that area. Much
and
CLIPPING
POODLE
and that pilots and equipment
of this area is wild territory
grooming. Experienced. Phone
were not just flying a "crank"
where a land search would have
March 19NC
call when they might be needed FARM MACHINERY Auction. 753-4881.
jeopardized the safety of the
March
3,
Saturday,
1973,
10.00
elsewhere.
participants.
a.m. Joe Burkeen's Farm, BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
The guard now has nine UH1 Junction of the Van Cleave Road also bank gravel, fill dirt and
in
flood
During the last year's
( Huey ) helicopters used for and Highway 464. Items to be topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
Frankfort, guardsmen literally
medical evacuation and ten auctioned 65 Massey Ferguson or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
lifted two families from the light observation choppers.
Tractor, 4-14" Botton Massey
River.
waters of the Kentucky
Day to day, the pilots do Ferguson Plow 3-Ft., Pickup JERRY'S REFINISHING &
One group, a husband, wife and
everything from teach school to Massey Ferguson Disc., 2 Row Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
three children, had been unable
farms. The em- Cultivator, Michigan Holland, South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
operate
dwelling
their
to get out of
list
ployment
includes salesmen Hon Highboy. 2 Row tobacco Jerry McCoy, owner. ( 5021 492before water surrounded them.
TFC
in just about every field and setter, 670 Electra Wagon, 7-ft. OW,
The chopper landed in a portion
side
Hog,
-Ft.
11
Bosh
Winder
some
pliota,
young
among
the.
the
of
yard
of the still exposed
English Harrow, 1969 14 Ion JOHN'S REPAIR Service
residence to make the pick-up. unemployed.
Chevrolet truck. Tobacco sticks, Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
But
all
they
aren't
In the case of an elderly
Tobacco scaffolds, Tractor Seed carpentry Phone 753-5897 days or
youngsters Lt. C,ol. James F.
couple, the chopper hovered
Sower, 10 gal. Milk can, gas 753-7825*ha
over the waters already inside Graves and CW-2 William G. burner, Emerson Son post hole
Elliott are referred to as the
the first floor of the dwelling
digger, and miscellaneous items. WILL STAY with elderly person,
while a guardsman lifted the "vets from the big war" ) World Terms: Cash, Reason for Sale: Ill days only. Also will baby-sit in
War Ili, while many guardpeople into the helicopter.
Health. Needing some good my home nights. Write
Ft. Knox and Kentucky smen served with the military equipment-Here it is!!Not Hutchens, Number 65, Riviera
guardsmen joined hands during In Korea.
responsible in case of accident. Courts, Murray,or phone 753-7576
Ml?
last year's Louisville -barge"
Lt. Col. David Fleming,"boas John Randolph Realty & Auction after 5;00p.m.
M2C
of the show," will soon have ('ompanN 753-8382
completed 23 years in the
guard. Running him a close
1t
LOST &
second is CW-3 Billy G.
Tomlinson with 18 years duty.
PATTERN DRAFTING-TO fit
Both still fly almost daily.
FOUND FIVE keys on ring, in any person. Call 753-7513 after
On the other side of the ledge Fairview Acres SubdivIsionl 5:00p.m.
is Harland S. Plakaton, Ili., who Owner can have by identifying
earned his W-0 rating and and paying for ad. Phone 753LOUISVILLE—All tips are
ipeetic
FREE ESTIMA111
completed Army aviation 3194
abject to Federal income tax,
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of
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the
at
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Paul Niederecker, District
TFC
1850
Director of Internal Revenue
for Kentucky, said today
In addition, employees who
receive cash tips of $20 or more
in any calendar month while
working for one employer are
and
subject to withholding
FOR ALL your additionsSocial Security taxes. They
remodeling, residential or
should report the full amount of
commercial. New or old. Free
the tips to that employer by the
programs at the state and local estimates. Call 7534123.
TFC
month.
following
local
Dr. Clegg Austin,
10th day of the
level
513, physician, is one of more than
Publication
IRS
Each medical consultant CROCHETED SHAWLS; will
"Reporting Your Tips for 600 consultants chosen by the
selected will work with the crochet any color of thread you
conPurposes"
of
Academy
American
Federal Tax
medical director and other desire. Phone 489-2367.
ITC
tains more information on this Pediatrics to evaluate the
the medical aspects of Head Start health professionals in local
explains
It
topic.
Head Start projects.
ROOFER EXPERIENCED
requirements of the law and programs in nearly 2,000
He will review the medical painter and gutter installation
contains illustrations of the communities throughout the
aspects of Head Start ap- Phone 489-2680
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by a
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community; inset with local
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Medical
Service.
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By Jeanne Beckett
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Kentucky's national guard has
long been recognized as an aid
in times of upheaval in the
the
Commonwealth, but
guardsmen's role is not just a
peacekeeping one. More and
more they are being recognized
as "angels of mercy."
This is especially true of the
army aviation unit.
The latest incident involved a
life-saving effort near Barbourville in which a guard
helicopter air-lifted an auto
accident victim to a Lexington
hospital.
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HELP WANTED

FIFTY-TWO ACRES of good
land, good crop allotment, nice
building sites, on Highway 94,
East. Call 753-4091.
M5NC

HELP WANTED
CURB PERSONNEL

Apply In Person at
Jerry's Restaurant
S 12th Street

BY OWNER; four bedroom
home, located in desirable neighborhood on wooded lot. Many
desirable features; dining room,
large open foyer, family room,
upstairs, game room and work
area with outside entrance. Fully
landscaped.. Dead end street.
Central heat and air. Interested?
M2C
Call 753-7309.

Stop paying the over eaters
bill and over tempting you
will. Pay only for your fill
Don't put so much in the till
Use our cafeteria deal and
get gourmet food at piggy
bank prices

HELP 54 NTE.1)
WANTED SERVICE station
attendant, full time. Apply in
person to Direct Oil Corporation,
M2C
700 Main.

Please Phone

......„.
00

Co

0

Your

Q.-0 •

Paper Carrier
First

vv.

•
0

'
2 28

If No Results:
Phone

753-7278

3X-65
• .•• 0* -AA
*I /OM,.

f•Pla• 01^
•.*

"I DiDN'T f?AlSE OUR Li-rfLE DoLPHIN TO
JOIN THE ktAVY."
NOTICE

WANTED

All Your Antenna Needs

Service Station
Attendant
szpigieper preferred, but

If you pay sr price somewhereelse, yoei get
cheaper merchandise!

IllitessarY. No Phone
calls please. Apply in
person to Trotter's Gulf,
Mir
Hwy 641 South.

CHECK FOR QUALITY
Let Us Show

1110s
LUMER ? subsidiary of Bristolneeds women to
Myers I
demonstrate personalized skin
care. Hours optional. We train.
Phone 1-2474727 evenings. F28P

You

1967 PONTIAC LeMans. A real
nice car and in A-1 condition.
M5C
FURNISHED 2 bedroom house Phone 436-5366.
with garage, one block from
University, $125 per month. 1970 GREMLIN, low mileage.
Phone 7534133.
M2C Mag wheels. Phone days 753-3901
M1C
or nights 753-2758.

Wednesday Night
"Sun Rays"
Ladoes Free
BLUE MARLIN CLUB

for
PRITCHETT,
JOE
magistrate for District I March
12NC
IP a m to 7 p m Daily
Monday thru Friday
LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Meat 3 vegeitablell I. rII
STI'S
TRIANGLE INN

-

The Difference

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center

Phone 753-5865

10% OFF
Sears SEAMLESS
Alaminum Guttering
INSTALLED
Cv..o.o-mo4y •• yew by,.
by ov, $o•Oroy-00•sc.ro, Wed., Feb 7a

"WORLD'S LARGEST
AND FINEST CHAIN OF PANCAKE HOUSES"

Call 753-2310
vEt EStlissntl.

Sows (Waal Sales Office
h' de Shopping Center

WAN-TED TO -*ENT

Now
Open!

New!
Mi. North
of Murray
on U.S. 641

12

6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Daily

PerkinsandPancake
Steak House
42 Gourmet Pancake, Waffle and Omelet Plates...Plus a Full
Menu of Choice Char-Broiled Steaks, Delicious Sandwiches,
Fish Dinners. Chicken Platters and a Delightful Children's
Menu await your selection and pleasure at Perkins.
WELCOME TO PERKINS PANCAKE AND STEAK HOUSE
Early Bird Specials Served 6 AM, to 10 AM.
Monday thru Saturday
Please No Substitutions

No 1

Si

PERKINS FAMOUS
Three Buttermilk Pancakes

Whipped Butter & Syrup
Orange Juice and Coffee

TWO
Country Fresh Eggs Any Style
Served With
Two Buttermilk Pancakes,

•

TWO
Country Fresh Eggs Any S:.
Two Strips of Bacon

Country or Regular Toast
Coffee

Whipped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

No.4

No. 5

Si

ONE EGG ANY STYLE
SAUSAGE PATTY
Butturm.lk

Whipped Butter & Syrup
Coffee

Si

No. 2

Si

No. 3

Si

THREE
But ter milk Pancakes
Ono C5i.lr,tr• Patty
Whipped Butter & Syrup
i‘fpe

No 6

Si

PERKINS owr.
Golden Waffle
One Sausage Patty
Whipped Butter & yru:
Coffee

COME SEE 1JS!!

- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Ag

WANTED FARM land to rent or
lease. Top dollar paid. Phone 753=0.
March 7C
PEST CONTROI,
FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating Company, 753-7306.
March 27C

OFFICE SPACE
Upstairs & Downstairs.
Inquire at Corvette Lanes
linamen.

For Further Information

1971 ELECTRA 225 custom, 2
door hardtop. Blue with white
vinyl roof, with power and air.
Phone 753-7785 after 4:00 p.m. MI
•
P

WANT TO BUY. 50th 250 acres in
ONE BEDROOM furnished the immediate area of Kentucky
apartment and two bedroom take. Write Route 3, Box Bss,
MSC
unfurnished apartment. Ptiont Yorkville, Illinois 60560.
F211C
753-7866.
WANT TO BUY wicker furniture
of any type. Phone 753-7964 M6C

SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO

WANT TO BUY 1961 Pontiac
Tempest with automatic tranMSC,
smission. Phone 753-8531.
FOR SALE

4k'

ARIEN 26" cut riding_ lawn
mower. If interested phone 7531505 between 1:00 and 9:00
M2C
p.m.
SAFETY SHOES; all occasion
shoes. Your authorized Mason
Shoe dealer. Phone 436-5894. M6C
A FARMALL tractor with plow,
disc, cultivator and mowing
machine. In top condition. Phew
753-7560 after 4:30_p.m.

1970 SILVER EAGLE Travel
Trailer. 24'18' wide, tandem
wheels, sleeps eight, full bath,
large refrigerator, 46 gallon
water tank, 36 gallon holding
tank, 3 closets, 2 tables to serve 10
people. 2-30 pound gasptanks.
M2C
Phone 753-0722

(;E: Coronet with vinyl
INS
SHOP,IDEAL for clean up shop, root,power steering Phone 753M1P
or mechanical work 9971.
top d
M1C
Phone 753-4793.
1968 FORD pickup truck. Long
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom wheel base, overload springs,
house near the College. heavy duty shocks, 380 cubic inch
Available now. Phone 753motor, air conditioning . West
M1C Coast mirrors, tires excellent.
2227.
Priced reasonable. Phone 753M2C
BRICK-TWO bedrooms, living, 2213 or see at 1103 Poplar.
dining, utility room and kitchen.
Furnished or unfurnished. Near
WANT Di BUY
University. Phone 753-1980. M1P

Rent A New
Blue Luster

After 5:00 p.m.

Phone 489-2161

1972 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
white interior. Low mileage..Also
1968 Buick Wildcat, blue with
black vinyl top. Phone 753-5005 or KROEHLER LIVING room
M1C sofa, medium brown,6'4". Good
753-9635 after 5:00 p.m.
condition. $25.00. Phone 7531947 FORD pickup truck, original 5266.
M5C
equipment, runs good. Phone 7623746 days or can be seen after
5:00 p.m. at 1615 Hamilton
1968 MELODY mobile home,
M1NC 12'164', three bedrooms, heavily
Ave.
insulated and carpeted. Extra
1972 BUICK Skylark. All poser nice, with or without house type
and Air. Light green body with furniture. If interested phone
dark green vinyl roof, extra 753-4155after 4:00p.m.
M1P
TFNC
sharp. Phone 7534614.

PPR RENT

FOR RENT

TV TOWERS

HOLSTEIN CALVES

1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
steering and brakes, airconditioned, vinyl top. Can be
seen by calling 7674252 after 5:00
TFNC
p.m. 92,150

r Paper
'MisYuiYou

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

TRIANGLE INN
Phone 753 4953

EXPERIENCED WELDER
needed. Apply in person to Five
M1C
PoinLs Welding.

0

0

If

753-1916

Instant take ouf service iu a
container that really keeps
hot

••

1970 TORINO GT two door
hardtop, power steering, power
-- brakes, vinyl roof. Good condition. Need to sell $1400.00.
F2SC
Phone 753-0310.

Al

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS mit SALK

NOTICE

CROCHET 1F-ClitKSHOP;
Friday, March 2. Two sessions,
first session 9:00-12:00 noon,
second session 1:00-4:00 p in.
Cost, $2.00 for the day, materials
furnished. Held at the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts,
State
Murray
Building,
M1C
University.

AVON HELPS make dreams
come true! Need extra cash for a
dishwasher? An Easter outfit'
Color TV? Find out how easy It is
to make money in your spare
time, as an Avon Representative. Call: 443-3366, Collect
T
WATERFRON
BEAUTIFUL
I 2C
March
lot. Lake Barkley with plenty of
water
city
and
Electricity
trees
NO11( E
piped to lot. Easy access paved
road to ca mile of lot Phone 753M6C
5894 after 5 00 p in

RIESSIMISIMMENNENSESEMESEMBEAMBESIMINg

:

7
1HUHFTi fr71 nLir;

ala

Call
753-1916

1961
MOBILE HOME,
model, completely furnished.
Carpeted, air conditioned,
washer, porch, step and uniderpinrUng. Phone 753-9941. M6C
MATERNITY CLOTHES, sizes
M3C
12 to 14. Phone 753-3387
15' ALUMINUM boat, motor and
M2C
trailer. Phone 753-8072.

Craft House

LOW MILEAGE 3.4 ton camper
specie track and deluxe camper,
fully equipped. Gas-electric
refrigerator with freezer, range
with oven, shower and air conditioner. Phone 753-5694, afteM6C
5:00 p.m.

402 S-12th_Street_
Is Having A

Mtd.-Winter
Sole!
-YARNS
NEEDLEPOINT

*ANTIQUES*

v CREWEL
DECOUPAGE
SUPPLIES
2 AK(' Registered Toy Poodles
puppies Also two beautiful Peaka-poo puppies All are 8 weeks
old. Selling cheap at $45 each.
Call 753-4469
yr •
lyr
•••• so. gyp •••
V./
•k
.4/ *a/ SI V SI VS/VS/ *or •••• .11

King's Oen
Men's Cksastrig
APPRECIATION SALE

lef

pening Sot. Noon
Hours:
Weekdays 5-9 p.m.
Saturday 12-6 p.m.

Saturday Only!
1 0% Off
on Depression
Glass
FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm

Southside Shopping
Center
a.*•
as. am. os am. oft.
4.• I% 0* •1*,••
on.

PORTABLE WURLITZER,
'BABY GRAND piano, excellent
electric piano, used twice.
condition. $625.00. Phone 753Home of
M2C 36" TOP for pickup, long wide 'Fortin combo organ. Gretsch
7575.
bed. Paneled, insulated, roll out amplifier. Phone 7534606. M IC
The Wishing Well
windows with screens $150.00.
organs.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
FOR RENT
M2NC APPROXIMATELY 250 pieces
Phone 489-2486.
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo
block
one
HOUSE,
from
2 x4 ,8', 10', 12', 14', lengths, best
FURNISHED
across
Company,
Piano
bedroom
FURNISHED two
M2C AM-FM STEREO receiver with quality, like new. One bunch of
apartment, wall to wall car- from university. Phone 753-7575 Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
1112C
8 track tape player, one pair of Ex4! flooring, one bunch 1"
peting, central heat and air. or 753-6N9,
two way air suspension speakers.
One electric utility pole,
0
Excellent location. Children K.
BIG SALE on at the Craft House Excellent condition. LeSS than cypress.
,
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
like new. Has both 110 and 220
No pets. Available March 1. Rent
Saturday
thru
Monday
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after volt boxes, 11 price Phone 753March couples only. Ideal for elderly Every-thing marked down
9145.00. Phone 753-4331.
M2C
TFNC 1257.
M1C
9:00p.m_
753Phone
pets.
No
couple.
7/4C
M2C
3019
TWO YEAR old registered ApGERT'S a gay girl- ready for a THREE COON dogs: one blueEIGHT CAR clean up or body
paloosa Stallion Green broke
room
THREE
FURNISHED
whirl after cleaning carpets with tick, one red-tick, and one redfurnished.
shop. Air compressor
good
with
gentle,
M1C
apartment, prefer married Very
Blue Lustre. Rent electric bone. Phone 753-2289
Good location. Phone 753M2C Oisposition Will make excellent shampooer
Kiwik-Pik
$1.
MSC COUPiell- Phone 7534524.
3018.
kestern pleasure and halter
M3C ENGLISH SETTER puppies,
Five Points.
after 4:00 Market.,
whelped November 27, 1972.
DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms, stallion. Phone 753-7991
TFNC
15. P.m.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh Quality shows. White and orange.
THREE ROOM furnished utility room. Available March
refrigerator
hearing aid batteries for all make 95 percent white. "Flaming Star"
cottage, electric heat, air Carpeting, stove and
before 641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies. hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F28C bloodline. Twelve o'clock tails.
conditioned, good location. furnished. Phone 753-9151
Eddie Roberts, Murray, Ky., 306
Near university. Utilities paid. 5:00 p.m. or 753-5717 after 5:00 Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy
M6C
llth Street. Phone 753the
South
is
soil
from
supfree
p.m.
fish
and
PILE,
poodles,
beagles,
!MET
Phone
Married couple. No pets.
M1P
plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753.carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre. 3301.
M IC
753-1589.
March 17C Rent electric shampooer $1.00.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 9457.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Big K, Belaire Shopping Cenor two
M3C 1968 BUICK Electra with vinyl
ter.
FOUR ROOM furnished house. with shower and bath. One
Above
Apart- COLOR TV., 19" portable,
top. Low mileage
Zirriffterman
bedrooms
only..
couples
Married
limited quantity. While they last,
stove.
apartment
Also
753average.
Street,
stones
16th
STEPPING
ment,
South
CONCRETE
per
$60.00
References wanted.
Roby Sales, Benton,
April 3C $299.95.
splash blocks. Phone 753-640 after 5.30 p.m. M5
concrete
and
M IC 6609.
month. Phone 753-6166.
2C
March
Kentucky.
-Murray Lumber Company, 104
F28C
for rent and
HORSE TR A
Maple Street.
MAHOGANY COFFEE table and
TWO BEDROOM house, stove sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, GARAGE SALE, at 721 Nash
two step tables, $35.00. Also
753at
Max
Phone
Kentucky
furnished.
For
more
information
Drive.
and refrigerator
BALDWIN Spinet pianos. Kenmore automatic washer,
USED
ITC
9131
Street.
M1C
phone 753-4137.
Located North 16th
M1C
Used Baldwin organs. Used $25.00. Phone 753-3356.
M IP
Phone 436-2420.
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
THINKING OF first line quality Piano Company. across from GREETING CARDS; stationery
FOR RENT
M2C notes I all kinds). Also have letter
carpet' Then check • our prices. Post Office,Paris,Tenn.
THREE BEDROOM duplex.
Modern Office Space--524
M1NC
Hughes Paint Store, 401 Maple
Carpeted, central heat and air.
holders. Phone 753-1712,
central
floor,
t
ft.-firs
sq.
March
6C
to
Have
business'
of
Street.
OUT
GOING
$125.00 per month. Located 1808
heating, air, utilities
vacate building, Farmington
Monroe, Phone 753-6200 or 753furnished, parking space.
M2C
72 AC Combine, in good condition Coin Laundry. Will sell part or all
5500.
If Interested contact.
PRE-SEASON
-- and 9 year old -gaited saddle equipment-16 washers, 6 dryers
Fired
Dark
Western
F28NC and 1,000 gallon hot water tank
mare.
Phone
436-2149.
GARAGE APARTMENT, unGrowers
Tobacco
Contact Jewell Grcam, Farfurnished, newly decorated, two
Tobacco
Association,
MIS'
Guineas
and
mington 345-2151.
HENS
LAYING
bedrooms, living room, and
Maple
Building, 206-208
F7.8NC
Phone 492-8813
kitchen. Prefer adults 503
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
\12('
GARAGE SALE, 1613 West Main
Poplar.Phone 753-2342
Sale Good Thru Mardi 2
Teti. 753-3341-3342.
Street, February 28, March 1 and
engine
1957 CHEVROLET, 283
1-9'x12', 2-12'x12!
Murray Home &
four door, $200.00 1968 Ford F100 2. Three rugs,
FURNISHED .TWO bedroom
crystal glassware
pink
piece
14
natural
91725.00.
,
engine,
conditioned;
APARTMENT
360
tlres,
FURNISHED
10 ply
trailer, if/.
Antique Bruce drop head sewing
gas heat. Phone 753-9746 after electric heat. $50.00 per month. Phone 753-0722.
socket
753-2571
Chestnut St
M2P Married couples only. Phone 753M6C machine. One two
•
5:30 p.m..
lavatory. Other miscellaneous
MIC
5034,
__HOUSE TRAILER, 10'x42' nice,
V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep
TWO bedroom 1969 CHEVROLET pickup, extra
near University. Available UNFURNISHED
wide. Fenton &
more
and
For
ORGAN.
CAPRICE
speed
three
location.
house,
cylinder,
city, good
Nite• clean. 6
March L Phone 753-3895 or 753March2C
Hodge.
TFNC
7534550.
M2C information phone
M IC Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M IC Phone 436-2427
.3482.
• A* do* OS 4.•

Rotary Tiller
SALE

Auto Store

•

.4
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Kentucky Roundup
F'RANKF(RT. Ky. Al' The head of Kentucky's air pollution
March 15
control program. Frank Partee, has said he will resign
Mich.
to go to work for Ford Motor Company in Dearborn,
agency he
Prior to the creation last month of the new Kentucky
pollution
air
state
the
of
director
headed. Partee was technical
he occontrol commission in the health department, a position
1969.
July
cupied since
company's apAt Ford, Partee will be responsible for the
regulations to its
plication of federal, state and local air pollution
manufacturing facilities.

Murray State Radio Club
To Hold Meeting Tonight
The Murray State Amateur
Radio Club will hold an "Eyeball" meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m. at the "Ham Shack" in
Swann Hall.
Dennis Clark, WB4UFG,
program chairman, will give an
ARAI. Quiz as part of the
program. All members are
urged to attend.
in
interested
Anyone
becoming an amateur radio
invited, a
is
operator
spokesman said.

Nil

XN
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KENTt CKY

Agriculture Department
Blamei Farm Prices For
Increased Food Prices

International Festival To Be
Held On Murray State Campus
"Better understanding" is displays and talent presenemphasized by international tations will be truly instudents, at Murray State ternational, including
University as the primary American displays and talent as
motive for "International web as entries from other
Festival '73" on the campus countries. He added that international students from other
March 10.
Representing 35 countries campuses in the area have also
around the globe, students been invited to participate.
To include exhibits in the
involved in planning the colorful
program of exhibits and talent lobby of the University School
believe understanding is the from 2 to 7 p.m. and a talent
foundation for respect among show in the University School
auditorium at 7 p.m., the
different nationalities.
festival is open to the public at
Michael H. Hassas of Iran, a no admission charge.
graduate student who is festival
include a
Exhibits will
director, said the festival y.artety of costumes, jewelry,
sponsored by the International artifacts, tapestries, posters,
is handicrafts, pictures and other
Students
Association
designed to provide a cultural articles of interest from foreign
exchange that will enable countries.
people of different countries to
lir Thomas B. Hogancamp,
!Snow each other better
adpresident for
vice
"People at the university and ministrative affairs at Murray
in the West Kentucky com- State, will address the audience
munity have been very warm on behalf of the university at the
and responsive to foreign conclusion of the talent show.
Titus Okolo of Nigeria is
students," he said, "and the
festival is a way for us to say president of the International
thank you by bringing visitors Students Association. There are
120 foreign students enrolled at
to the campus."
Hassas stressed that the the university.

WASHINGTON AP) -- The boost of $85 for farmers and $17
Agriculture Department said for middlemen.
Today's report dealt only
today that higher farm prices
were entirely to blame for last with retail food items which
month's record 2.5-per-cent in- originate on U.S. farms. Imin supermarket food ported products and seafood
crease
Fayette
the
in
parents
LEXINGTON, Ky.(0)-A group of
arid pork prices hit are not included in the marketBeef
court
costs.
federal
County school system have filed a complaint in
eggs were up 18 basket calculations.
highs;
record
allowing
from
prevented
be
board
school
asking that the county
The department two weeks
cent.
per
the
in
material
religious
distribution of Gideon Bibles or other
Middlemen, including those ago predicted that supermarket
school
Miss Pati Earner
who buy farm products, trans- food prices for all of 1973 may
Gideons International to make
The board voted Feb 19 to allow
sixth, seventh and
fifth,
them into retail items and go up 6 to 6.5 per cent, with the
form
in
available
Testament
copies of the New
Pati
Earner
In
Finalist
consumers, actually ab- pressure on consumers exto
sell
eighth grade classrooms
on
part ol'the January in- pected to ease later in the year
sorbed
plaintiffs
the
for
filed
comPlamt,
Court
The U S District
Pageant
Mrs. Eva Ramsey Palmer of
Miss
such a
Kentucky
that
enntorvis
the department said in as more livestock and other
crease,
Union,
Irbeeties
- behalf of the Kentucky Civil
products move to market.
and Milan, Tenn., sister of Bernard
a report.
at
student
Earner,
Miss
Pati
program would violate provisions of the non-establishment
Meantime, today's report
into annual terms,
Translated
the U.S. Ramsey of Murray, died
to
Amendment
First
the
of
provisions
has
University,
Murray State
free exercise
Tuesday at a hospital in Milan,
food
of
that prices advanced in
to
basket"
showed
guarantee
"market
a
provisions
the
rights
violate
(onstitution and would
been selected to be a finalist in
was 71 years of age.
She
Tenn.
a
feed
for most of the basic
to
enough
January
theoretically
this year's Miss Kentucky
the plaintiffs and their children
Survivors are her husband,
an entire food needed by family mealfor
family
typical
Paducah,
held
at
be
Pageant to
record $1,375 in
as chair- Fleetwood Palmer of Milan,
planners.
LEXINGTON. Ky. AP)-E. S. Dabney has retired
Saturday, March 17, sponsored' year-cost a
brothers,
three
and
Tenn.,
Security
'Substantially higher prices
First
the
January. That was $37 more
institution,
Jaycees.
by
the
Paducah
man of Lexington's largest banking
Bernard Ramsey of Murray,
in Decem- for beef, pork, poultry, eggs
rate
75.
annual
of
age
the
than
the
at
Company
Trust
and
Bank
National
by and Carl and R. R Ramsey,
and fresh vegetables accounted
The Murray student, spon- ber.
Dabney. the dean of Lexington hankers will be succeeded
both of Paris, Tenn.
honorar!,
remain
for most of the rise," the report
sored by the Bank of Murray , is
will
The 2.5-per-cent increase for
but
LeRoy M Miles, president of the firm,
Funeral services will be held
said.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the market basket was the
chairman and director emeritus.
Law Thursday at two p.m. at the
Farmers, who saw their
John T. Earner of Chillicothe, largest since the government
Dabney was a 1920 graduate of the University of Kentucky
for Bodkin Funeral Home, Milan,
Ohio. She will be competing began gauging coats of take- share of consumer food spendSchool. As a Hoplunsville attorney he went to work as counsel
career *Tenn. Burial will be in the
ing rise 7.1 per cent in January
with some 25 other young home groceries in 1952_
the Kentucky Joint Stock Land Bank, beginning a 50-year
County Memory Garthroughout
Gibson
farma
or
from
value,"
and average 16.9 per cent
women
"farm
The
in banking
dens there
Kentucky for the title of Miss er's share of what consumers above a year earlier realized
Kentucky-USA and an all ex- pay for food, was $588 in some of the sharpest gains for
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky 1AP -The closing date of the tobacco
Kentucky.
in
open
remaining
pense paid trip to the Miss USA January, up $40 from Decem- livestock products such as beef
one
only
the
,
Hoplunsvillemarket at
Pageant, plus a scholarship, ber. The middleman took 8787 and pork.
has been extended to March 8.
h
from
Page
onunued
Meat as a group accounts for
wardrobe, and other gifts.
in January, down $3 from DeBuyers paid an average of 152.52 per hundred pounds for a total
One
Market
yesterday.
the
at
30 per cent of the avertobacco
nearly
calls
dark
nice
d
cember.
Two
fire-cure
Eastern
of
of 87,116 pounds
harassCompared with a year ear- age family's grocery bill, aclady wondered what the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS it's been nothing but
Tuesday. the state Agriculture Department reported
"I'm mad as hell. My dad ment. They seem to like to torlier, the January market basket cording to government econobeautiful bird at her feeder was
is proof of
mists.
cost $102 more, including a
and from her description it is was supposed to get out in this ture people and this
Evening next batch. It's the same old it.
apparently an
"They weren't in any hurry
Grosbeak. The other call from thing over and over," said the
first
WICKLIFFE, Ky.( AP -Rep- Take Over Town
Lynn Grove from another nice son of an American prisoner of at all to release even the
don't
they
resentatives
of the strikebound
seems
freeing
just
It
that
resume
'group.
Vietnam,
will
tact
it
in
the
held
war
today
about
said
person wasPARIS t API-North Vietnens
Jotnt Military she has fifteen Evening
"You reach a high plateau of want to give up our men. It's Westvaco paper company and
American prisoners of war as soon as the
communist Grosbeaks at her feeders.
expectation and then fall flat on almost like they are hostages the United Paperrnakers InterCommission in Saigon guarantees the security of as
your face again. They give you being held until North Vietnam national Union will meet
cities
members in South Vietnam's
Thanh Le told a news
Maybe if everyone keeps. every expectation they'll come gets everything they want," she Thursday with a federal mediaA North Vietnamese spokesman, Nguyen
resume -Nor- putting out the sunflower seed, through and then they just let said at Grissom Air Force tor to discuss contract differconference that the liberation of prisoners will
adopted a
has
ences.
commission
they'll come back next year you down every time," 17-year- Base, Ind..
member
four
mally" as soon as the
commission and bring some buddys
The company and the union's
Her husband, Lt. Col. David
old Peter Profilet of Palo Alto,
North Vietnamese "working plan" to safeguard
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D. allowed to elect their own off
expected to be re- 335-member Local 680, at odds
was
Duart,
Tuesday.
said
Calif.,
personnel.
- Nearly 200 Indians cies Those now in office are
AP
I
11 you want birds around your
The boy's father, Navy Capt. leased in the latest group be- over conditions of a new three- were in control of this tiny Just puppets. They need traditr000p with- place plant some cover for Leon T Profile, who was cap- cause of his 71.1 years in captiv- year contract, also await a
SAIGON f AP)--The United States suspended its
about IC tionalists."
North Vietnam them. We have a lot of bushes, tured in 1967, was believed to ity.
court decision concerning pick- town today, holding
drawals from Vietnam today in an attempt to prod
Camp said the Indians were
and
demandhostage
residents
prisoners of war. many with berries on them be among the POW group U.S.
Not all of those affected by eting at the paper manufacinto releasing another large group of American
holding the priest of a Roman
come
senators
two
U.S
that
ing
turing plant.
Pyracanthas are good since officials expected to be freed the delay were angry
U.S authorities report
Catholic-church among the hosdismantle an they are stickery and have this week North Vietnam, howThe company alleged in cir- to their reservation to discuss
Mrs. Michael Kerr of Port
Hanoi also was given a virtual U S ultimatum to
"The church sits on high
tages.
Indian
grievances.
Angeles, Wash., has waited six cuit court Tuesday that strikers
berries too. We transplanted ever, delayed the releases.
antiaircraft missile base south of the demilitarized zone
A spokesman for the Amen ground and gives a commandjust
of
and
delivery
with
interfered
husband
had
Pine,
Scotch
her
for
Cedars,
the
years
some
The younger Profilet put
Indian Movement said the dig view of the area. We have
Cherry and fault for the delay "primarily dug a little deeper into her wood chips to the $100 million can
Maj. Gen Gilbert H Woodward, the senior U.S representative Sweetgum, a Hagen
had vowed "tc the men and the weapons to
demonstrators
plant, violating a Feb. 13 reSome of on the North Vietnamese." He store of patience.
to the four-party Joint Military Commission, told the Com- some Lob Lolly pines.
unless their hold it "
if
die
necessary"
When fall said they were "oversensitive
"I think everything can be straining order.
Camp said a number of the
munists the United States -reserves the right with its allies to them are large now.
demands are met
I
"and
picketing
said,
limited
order
she
The
nests
to United States and South Viet- worked out,"
were armed with
take such actions as it deems appropriate" if the North Viet- came last year we found
Indians
('arnt
Carter
The
spokesman,
and
and prohibited harassment or
just have to be patient
namese do not remove the SAM batteries which the Americans we did not even know were namese truce Infractions."
rifles.
"high-powered"
a
in
said
Okla,
Ponca
City.
of
Helen Duart, the wife of a wad," She said she was upset .intimidatico 01 People seeking telephone interview that the
and South Vietnamese say- have been located at Khe Sank =tee- there during-the summer.
Trimbach said the AIM derelease
comthe
with
the
business
that
do
to
POW, said, "It seems like for but not angry
the ceasefire This was assumed to be an implied threat of air
hostages had not been hurt and (Elands were sent to Washington
Some birds like to build right all my seven years experience of Kerr, an Air Force captain, pany during the strike, which
attack on the missile sites
were in no danger "unless the and added that the FBI was
t
began at midnight Feb 10
on the ground such as the
was delayed.
come in here and try to waiting for instructions from
ponce
husthe
in
contended
whose
union
The
Byrris,
Towhee, while others desire
Joanne
—
the capital.
us."
annihilate
William
('ircuit
by
national
hearing conducted
locations from two to fifteen
band, Air Force C.apt.
DUBLIN c AP)- The Irish Republic voted today in a
Camp said it "Is symbolic
He said the Indians would
of
that
prisoner
Tipton
the
C
and
Wood
years,
Judge
a
been
Some
five
ground.
the
next
has
above
feet
the
for
Byrns.
election to decide its government
hold the hostages until Sens. that we have seized Wounded
even higher.
war less than a year, also was there was no proof anyone con- Edward M. Kennedy of Mas- Knee and there is a definite
race was completely open.
viohad
Fianna
nected with the union
confident.
After 15 years in power, Prime Minister Jack Lynch's
sachusetts and J.W Fulbright threat that another massacre
on the
By the way did you hear the
"My faith is not In people but lated the restraining order.
Fail party. the Soldiers of Destiny. has been thrown
of Arkansas, both Democrats, could occur here. We are not
the
a
witthat
by
four
presented
produced
side
Each
trust
and
reform
I
Friday
birds singing last
in the Lord.
defensive by a 14-point program of social
to the 2,500-square-mile going to give in without a
come
in
Labor
home
nesses during the five-hour
Brown Tucker of Kirksey, Lord will bring Bill
Saturday and Sunday when it
coalition of Fine Gael-the Irish Party-and the smaller
Reservation, the na- fight."
Pine
Ridge
warmed up? They thought it historian for the Kentucky His own cirne," she said at her hearing, and the judge said
Party
Wounded Knee was the site in
tion's largest.
be
a
would
would
write
he
that
I.ynch
there.
awhile
for
afterward
home.
was
that
spring
Mo.,
predicting
the
American
Society Sons of
Warrenton,
Most of the Dublin pundits were
of a bloody battle between
1890
of90
enforcement
law
About
and
conclusion
across
finding of fact
Frogs are also singing
Revolution, will be speaker at
defeated However, they made the smae prediction in 1969, and
Indians and federal
after
Sioux
area
off
the
sealed
ficers
of law.
the way Real soul music.
the annual spring joint meeting
were wrong.
the takeover Tuesday night of troops in which some 200 Indian
he
when
date
a
set
did
He
not
of the General Francis Marion
the southwestern South Dakota men, women and children were
would present his findings.
One of our Squirrels has a Chapter SAR and chapter of the
town, site of a bloody clash in killed. The battle, subject of the
reddish tint along his sides Daughters of the American
WASHINGTON (API-I. Patrick Gray III goes before the
1890 between Sioux and U.S. recent book "Bury My Heart at
his
about
questioning
somewhere
that
for
be
held
to
on
Revolution
which indicates
Senate Judiciary Committee today
Army troops. Wounded Knee Wounded Knee," marked an
in his background some of his Thursday, April 12, at seven
nomination to be director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
a population of about 1,000. end to fighting between Indians
has
kinfolks must have fooled p.m. in Marion
Gray has been acting director since the death last May of J
Mrs. Susie Farris succumbed
Camp, a national coordinator and white men in the Dakota
the
at
Squirrel..
Fox
a
4:45
with
Wound
Tucker's subject will be this morning at
Edgar Hoover.
of AIM, said the Indians were territories.
iCostinued from Page 1
"Charles and Anne Lindbergh," Westview Nursing Home. She
Camp said war drums were
members of AIM and the OgOld Red Bellied Woodpecker which he said is considered was 84 years of age and the wife
Gray is the first FBI director to be subject to Senate conThere was also no activity at Lela Sioux Nation. He said the played throughout the night and
for
opportunity
an
died
unusual
provides
a
who
Sunnomination
grabbed
house
our
timely since the approaching of Carl Farris
M
firmation and his
Camp Alpha, the processing Indian demands Included an in- they would continue until some
_
-newer seed out of the feeder anniversary date of 1.ind- November 27, 1958.
a public probing into the role and operations of the agency.
center for departing Americans vestigation of the dealings of 'Of the grievances of the Ogalthen flew to the top of the Post bergh's famous flight to Paris is
The deceased was a member at Saigon's Tan Son Nhut Air the Bureau of Indian Affairs lala Sioux have been resolved.
•Oak and hung upside down from near. Tucker said "I am of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Base.
and the Department of the Intea limb while he consumed it anxious and thankful for an Church. Born July 23, 1888, in
Some U.S. officials also sug- rior with the Oglala Sioux.
When he was ready to giaj he opporturiity to extoll the virtues Calloway County, she was the
gested that Nixon may be conSome 11,350 Indians are on
merely turned loose and of two of my favorite people, the daughter of the late Robert
withdrawing his offer the reservation, according to
sidering
Houston
dropped into a glide pattern and I.indberghs."
Outland, and Ada
of reconstruction aid to Hanoi the state Department of Indian
made his way back for another
The Kirksey man, retired OutlancY.'She was preceded in
Continued from Page 1)
and halting the mine-clearing Affairs. The land consists
says
former
associate
API-An
(
Treasury
WASHINGTON
morsel
from the Air Force, served in death by one daughter, Mrs.
operation in North Vietnamese largely of barren prairie, and
Secretary John B. Connally will "provide some answers pretty
the 24th Figher Squadron, Napoleon ( Evelyn) Parker, on
waters until the Communists nearly half of the work force is ed Rogers to seek "clarisoon" about whether he'll join the Republican party.
USAF for nine months with the November 24, 1972.
fication" of the halt in POW rearrangements for the unemployed.
Austin,
announce
from
interview
a
in
telephone
said
Christian
George
one
include
famous airman, Lindbergh, and
Survivors
leases. The U. S. secretary also
more
130
least
at
of
on
the
release
Tex., Tuesday "I don't think he's quite yet focused
(Continued from Page 1
Joseph H. Trimbach, special
was present at many functions daughter, Mrs. James Ruby
According to FBI agent in charge of the Min- was certain to raise the matter
POWs.
American
decision that everyone else figured he is going to make."
would be guests of the Lions in which lindbergh had a part. Kindred of New Concord; three the U.S. timetable, these prisof antiaircraft missile batteries
There has been continuing speculation that Connally, a former .
neapolis division, said earlier
International at the InTucker, bog) in a log cabin sons, Otto Farris of Birnear Khe Sanh, below the derebeen
have
perhaps
party
and
the
should
Democratic
bolt
oners
Texas governor, would
that the Indians were holding
ternational Convention which is near Kirksey, attended grade mingham, AL., Keys Farris of
militarized zone, which the
leased
Tuesday.
seek the presidency in 1976.
the
in
hostages
the
town's
four
to be held thislarnmer in Miami and high school in Calloway South Ilth Street, Murray, and
stalled, or five buildings and that shots United States says were
negotiations
the
With
Connally was Nixon's Treasury secretary and headed the
of Murray
Beach.
County. He is a graduate of Air Clifford Farris
U. S. Ambassador Ellsworth were fired at an approaching brought down by the North
Democrats for Nixon Segment of the 1972 campaign.
The Lion Governor expressed Force Institute, Aviation Route Five; two sisters, Mrs.
Vietnamese after the cease-fire
Bunker met with President car.
pleasure in the growth of Lions Engineering, The Adjutant Clyde (Eula) Robertson of
into effect Jan. 28.
The U. S.
Van
Thieu.
Nguyen
Camp said the Indians want- went
International but said that General's School of Ad- South 10th Street, Murray, and
tl.S. delegotion spokesman
HOLLYWOOD ( API--John Ford,the movie director famous for
Gen. ed state and local governments
commander,
military
Robert McCloskey said Tueshis films of the wild West, will be given the American Film In- numbers and statistics are not ministration, Regimental and Mrs.Earnest Cozie Phillips of Frederick C. Weyand, was to "become more
sensitized to
nearly as important as the Higher Headquarters Ad- Murray Route Five; one
stitute's first award for "A career's achievement in filmday the North Vietnamese had
that mili- Indian problems."
indicating
in,
called
projects and programs carried ministration, and completed brother, Offal Outland of
making "
infiltrated "several thousand"
tary aspects of the cease-fire
six
He said the demands includ- troops and some heavy military
Actor Charleton Heston, Institute chairman, announced the on by the various Lions Clubs. several short courses in Murry Route Six, ;
being
reviewed.
were
He urged each club and each specialized fields
grandchildren; twelve great
award Tuesday, saying, "No individual has more fully explored
equipment into South Vietnam
Col. Hoene Hoa of the North ed:
member to become involved in
He is married to the former grandchildren.
-"The Senate committee since the cease-fire.
on film the American experience."
delegation returned
Vietnamese
the
work
of
Lionainternational. Barbara Freezer of Detroit,
headed by Sen. Ted ' Kennedy
The 90 films of Ford's career include "Stagecoach," "The
A North Vietnamese spokesFuneral services will be held to Saigon after more than a launch an immediate
McKeown w& operates his Mich., and they have three
Grapes of Wrath," "The Battle of Midway," and "Mister
investIga- man, Nguyen Thanh Le, denied
North
VietHanoi,
the
but
in
week
at
p.m
2:30
own office supply firm in children, Douglas Tucker, Mrs. Thursday at
Roberts."
-Coleman
namese spokesman But Tin tion of the Bureau of Indian Af- McCloskey's charges and laPaducah, was introduced by Dorothy McCann, both of chapel of the Blalock
Ford is to receive the award March 31 at a dinner. The 77-yearRev
withdrew a report he made ear- fairs and the Department of the beled them "slanderous allegawith
Home
Funeral
Joe Pat James, a Past District Murray, and Mrs. Margaret
old director has won four Academy Awards.
Roy
in the day that Hoa might , Interior for their handling of tions put forward ... to camlier
Rev.
and
R.J.Burpoe
Governor of
Lions In- Yin!' of Germany
ouflage and justify the very
bring the list of American I the Ogallala Sioux nation-."
ternational.
One of Tu('ker's hobbies is Gibson officiating,
-"That Sen. William Ful- serious violations committed by
Instaad,
Kenneth
be
to
released.
be
POWs
will
Pallbearers
The District Governor was writing and as an
bright investigate the 371 the United States and the SaiWASHINGTON (AP)-After serving as acting director for 10
amateuf„ttat
presented a check for $50.00-fer sold 751- had itccepted for Parker, Larry Weatherford, Tin said, "We already have the treaties between the federal
months, Byron-V. Pepitone era be nominated to head the
gon administration."
Gary Farris, list. We are waiting for ComBurton,
Dudley
Trooper
•a
Island,
project publication nearly one hundred
goveenment and the Indians to
Selective' Service System.
Meanwhile, backstage work
is
Clyde
bringwho
and
rade
Hoene
Hoa
Coursey.
Gene
operated by the Kentucky State articles, short stories and Ray
show how the government has continued on the declaration to
Pepitone replaced Curtis W. Tarr, who was appointed by
ing
new
in
instructions::
Jr.
Police for boys ,throughout special features by various. Robertson
PresitienLNIxorr last May to be an undersecretacy of state for
faile4.ta live 4p to thl.terms
.be issued by the'doWerence.
walletin theldicks ,-A U.S. spokesmatNrsaid
entnelty and Lutipprtrteri by
klltacently ,he co-nip-Teas:I • Interment
Coordinasecurily -lisaistan7c8 -pfdtgrain.S.. His anf-post wa
Chilreatr. We can prove the
the
with
Conference sources said the
on
prisonets
subcommission
Cemetery
a historkal paper, "Sounds of
Kentucky Lions.
announced Tuesday.
arrangements by the Blalock. discussed the return of Viet- Unit* ,States never keeps its drafting committee would meet
was
Jones
Dan
recognized
as
upon
Service
Selective
Of
-.dor
dirt
Callowayland,
1818-1843,"
treatjr Colltimittments."
Pepitone, 54, became deputy
today without any U.N. presa new member at the club which reveal little known facts ColemanFuneral Home where namese prisoners, and no deci-"That the Ogallala Sioux be ence.
his retirement from the Air Force in 1970. jie is a New Brunswick,
call.
sions
were
reached.
rosy
friends
meeting.
of early county history.
N. J., native and resides in Arlington Va,
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Study_ Stovis Alcoholism
May Be Inherited Trait
By C.G. McDANIEL
AP Science Writer
— Five
AP
• CHICAGO
American and Danish psychiatrists say a study of
adopted children who became
alcoholics as adults suggests a
tendency that the disease may
be biologically inherited.
They studied 55 Danish men
who had been separated from
their bielogical parents during
early infancy, and one parent
had been diagnosed as alcoholic

group had a history of drinking
problems and psychiatric treatment.
And the offspring of alcoholics also had a divorce rate
three times that of the second
group.

These were compared with 78
other adopted men whose biological parents had no known
history of alcoholism.
The study found that "significantly more" of the first

Eric O'Briant
New Pool Champ
In Region Five

The study was outlined in the
February issue of the Archives
of General Psychiatry, published by the American Medical
Association.
It was was done by Drs. Donald W. Goodwin and Samuel B.
Gum of Washington University,
St. Louis; Fini SchuLsinger and
Leif Hermansen of Korrununehospitalet, Copenhagen; and
George Winokur of the University of Iowa.
They attempted to separate
biological from environmental
factors in the development of
alcoholism.

were, left to
FIFTH GRADE winners in the 4-H sponsored speech program at New Concord School
first place,
right, front row, Sammy Smith, third place, Jay Matto', second place,('raig Chandler,
Hendrick.
Linda
is
back
the
In
Housden.
Rhonda
and
Herndon,
Lesley
Massa Brinkley,
SIXTH GRADE winners in the 4-0 yommered speech program at New Concord School were, left Is
right,front row, Ellen Mahan, third plate. Tammy Lax,second place, Debra Smith, first place, Gary
F.aker, back row, Bob Allen. principal, and Mrs Patricia Seiber. teacher.

If

The American researchers
collaborated with the Danes because Denmark is a . closely
'knit society with centralized national records of adoptions, psychiatric hospitalizations and
criminal activities.
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
Eric O'Briant attributes his unThe men studied had an averusual skill at pocket bWiards to age age of 30, ranging in age
growing up in the coalfields of train 23 to 45 All had been
southern West Virginia.
adopted before they were 32.2
weeks old
"There's jog Mt much else
to do in LOIN allety," be exTen of the 55 offspring of an
alcoholic parent were found to
O'Briant, a 19-year-Oil ac- be alcoholic, compared with
counting major at the laIlliVer- four of the 78 whose parents
sity of Kentucky, recently cap- were not alcoholic
tured the Region 5 championTwenty-two of the first group
ship of the Association of Colhad received psychiatric treatlege Unions in a tournament
ment, including nine alcoholics,
held at the University of Tenwhile 19 of the control group
nessee
had such treatment and two
Crowned the best college pool were alcoholic
left
EIGHTH GRADE winners in the 4-H sponsored speech program at New Comeord School were,
player in the five-state region
of the offspring to right, Mac Coleman, teacher, Roger Stubblefield, second place. Harold 02E7. third Place. RAM
Twenty-seven
of South Carolina, North Caro- of alcoholics were divorced,
first place, Felicia Hamden,third plate,Linda McCubston, secomd
lina, Virginia, Tennessee and while nina al Um others wows- Davis,first piece,Clod Williams,
principal
Aften
Bob
and
price.
outto
Kentucky, O'Brian! had
divorced.
shoot 32 players from 21
schools
The two-day, double elimination •tournament featured
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m
straight pool to 75. O'Briant,
undefeated through the event,
pocketed 30 consecutive balls in
his last game and averaged 31
bilbraedt inning — or times
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
shooting.
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
That average has been good
-7,• ..L'
enough the past three years to
EAET SIDE OF nil SULIA111qualify for the national chamF ,,, ,
pionships sponsored by the
ACI.J, to be held this year in
Boise, Idaho, the end of March.
LoviNG
The six best qualifiers from 15
regions will compete there

SEVENTH GRADE winners in the 441 sponsored speech program at New Ceseerd School were,
left to right, Newton Royster,Ginger Story, third place. Mitzi Redick, second place, Nix Ana ()shorn.
first place, Mrs. Linda Patterson. Johnny Brinkitl • first place, Mark Fitzhugh, second place, Danny
KIngias. third place, and Fred Gillum, 4-H agent.

GENERAL ELECTRIC FM/AM

CLOCK RADIO

raifZeddi

Solid state Wake to music, easy to read clockface.
FM/AM band indicator, built in
AFC, 4- dynamic speaker, slide rule
SII‘e $ 1695
tuning control Model C 4500

0,01t-SX AttNiTrl

"I started playing about six
years ago when a neighbor in
Logan bought a pool table,"
O'Briant told The Associated
Press. "When my game got
good enough, I moved into the
pool halls:"
A junior at UK, O'Briant
spent two years at West Virginia University where in 1971
he won the Westatirginia collegiate tournament title.
"I wouldn't say I was a natural in pool ... it took me a while
to develop my eye and concentration," he said. "But there
was always good competition in
Logan."
Always a "nine ball" player,
a more wide-open game than
straight pool, O'Briant has
found the need for greater concentration and strategy in
straight. His best run — consecutive shots made — to date
Li 54 balls_
"It sounds funny, but there
are guys who can play really
good defense ... by playing
safe, positioning and keeping
the cue ball bottled up," he
said. "It's difficult to pull off
many long runs in tournament
play."
While following no practice
regimen at UK, O'Briant plays
quite often at the university's
student union.
Asked if he was ever tempted
to play for more than the
joyment of the game, O'Briant
a wered: "I guess you could
• say that. I've found it's a great
way to pick up expense money."

Classifieds
PAY

LABEL;AKER

No •
1800

Self-sticking, large letter labels
on the spot Perfect household
ad, for mom, dad, the hobbyist or student

Reg.
'2.99

ACNE-DOME

MEDICATED CLEANSER
An aid in the treatment of Acne 4-oz. jar

Reg.

so\e

'1 25

59;

LUX LIQUID
or dishes and washing fine fabrics.
22-oz Bottle

Reg.
69'

f moty 1,1 r •01,

sole

Reg. ,e
vb
s2.00

TY HOSE_

sow

44;

CRAIG'S ISOPROPHYL

RUBBING ALCOHOL
- - -f‘at Pia& BotTle--

245.;

No. 109.

39;

sc
;
Reg. 98

Conditioning lotion
4-oz. bottle.

Reg.
S1.39

8-oz bottle

Rog.
s1.00

,
sole

LISTERINE
tensor ANTISEPTIC

69

et. Um=
.•
1.••••
ZfttV
'"
.
..

SINE-OFF
48
9,41.6
HEADACHE
TABLETS

CX126-12 Color

Reg. '1.40

Reg. '1.79 Ssi

ARRID EXTRA DRY
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
Choice of Regular or Unkented
9-oz can.- -Reg;4-L-79SAVE $1.00

7.

42 \e

ariiireat

SINUS-HEADACHE
TABLETS

congestion
Relieves sinus headache and
48 tablets
\e

94;

Lrease
lt2

994

LONG & forSILKY
long hair

KODAK FILM

S°\e

Helps prevent runs, snags and
bagging

CLAIROL

One size seamless. •
Stretch, 100% nylon. Choice of
.. cinnamon, beige, taupe, navy
/
(

HOSIERY GUARD

Washes
In shade-selector packages.

Reg.
3.29

DYMO TAPE

HAIR COLOR
N
LOTIO
away only the grey.

CARE.

so\e

For use with Dymo Labelmaker.
Choice of black, red, blue or green
3/8" x 12'

LOVING CARE

99;

#
40.

Reg.
2.49

Quart plastic bottle.
32 oz

$ 1'

SOMINEX

NOXZEMA

The effective aid to

MEDICATED SKIN CREAM
6-oz. jar

natural-like sleep.
32 la blets

Reg. 1 1.20
Sale

so‘e

Kills the germs that
cause bad breath
lasts for hours

69
..A

Reg.
1 1.98
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We at ILjf have a team of trained
buyers that help to make purchases for

CUSTOMERS
NEVER SPEND
TOO MUCH
MONEY
FOR GROCERIES

over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowest
prices so that we can pass these low
prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.

MEEKLY FEATURE ITEMS
Each Week tor the oext
ten weeks, your GA Store
Will give you the
opportunity to buy
MN
MCA it•MS
at the Low, Low
ra only 39'

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

(our customers)

Kraft

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

WEXFORD
CRYSTAL

8-oz

TI
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

ADAMS
MKTS.

We at IGA offer the finest
service possible.

tB CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

IGA customers know about and
appreciate 'the:friendly Service
at IGA!
U.S.Choice

Swiss
Steak

se

99;

lb

drined Ham $349
39; ryersa
gna
_... . . „,_. .
.
$26
non
Filet ISA;
Old Fashioned

Family Pak

in the Piece

CUT-UP

Lb

Chicken Noodle

Dog Food.

8;
PINEAPPLE
AST-D-u

No. 2 Can

Lb.

/-*

Chicken Of The Sea
2-0z. Can
/
61

35'

37;

I:11111:11%41h

OUNTIME

43c

HUNTS PEACH

Fruit
Cocktail

69

zaN:n

POT PIES

Hunt's

:an

44.

I

SOUP
TU-N A

Del Monte Sliced or Crushed

rom

o. 1 Can

Campbell's
TWIN PET

44'ilt.

Green

HALVES & SLICES
with BEANS

Hunts
Peaches

19

Eacn

Giant

Green
Beans

h.)
No. 300 Can

No 303 Can

27;
Ragu

!RITE
FOOD

SPAGHETTI SAUCE
Qt. Jar

69'

Dz.

Edon

Solid Oleo
Ono Pound

SIMILAC
Florida

Oranges
Doz.

39'

i6oz

29'

23,

4 Rolls

BATHROOM TISSUE

29'

CRISCO

88'

3-lb. Can

Idaho

Potatoes
10 Lb Bag

89;

_RADISHES
Cello Bag

Iceberg

LETTUCE
Large
Head

25'
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Ill

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.
thru Sat

Ill
III
III

hi
HI
jjj
IN

IIISCONIT DRUG CENTERS

Phone 753-8304

Hip_p_iness
2 Ounce Size

III
ill

HI

NICE '14 EASY
Shampoo In Hair Color
by Clairol

Foam In Hair Coloring

SCOPE

!I,
Si'
hi
II

III

12-0z.
Size

III

1.29 Value
Iii

HI
II
III
ill

2 Ounce
Size

2.50 Value

Dental Healti
Alexander, Rill
the rear are K

24 Ounce
Size

2.05 Value

7 Ounce Size

225 Value

'1.75 Value

ill

Secret Roll-On

Ill

DEODORANT

HI

Black or Brown

Magic Mascara

Extra Large

Ultra Lash Mascara

IN
NI
NI

'1.00 Value
'1.39 Value

Head &
Shoulders

Very Black - Dark Blue

s2.29 Value

Great Lash

Secret Deodorant
Super Spray

Brownish Black - Dark Brown

Magic

III
III
MI
'I

1.09 Vaive

Great Lash Mascara
$775 Value
8 Ounce

P!

TUBE or LOTION

PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE

9!
UI
'IS
;.;

Jury membe
roe. George 134
Ba rnes, back r(

IN
hi

!!!
Medium Size
69' Value

'1.59 Value

Edge Protective Shave

Loving Care
CLAIROL

COLOR-FOAM
Large

2 Ounce Size

Toothpaste

4.3 Ounce Tube

III

7 Ounce Lotion

ill

'1.75 and
1.78 Values

!II
III

11
Regular
Lime
Menthol

1.25

COSMETIC
Value

PUFFS

i
II

69' Value

Family Size
Reg. and Mint

2.75
Value

True Brunette
By Clairol
2 Ounce Size

REDUCING CANDY PLAN
Vanilla, Chocolate. Chifolate
Mint, Butterscotch
1-1b. 8-oz. 30 Day Supply

Quickly changes into a lather
that's richer and wetter than
foam. To cut yourself you
almost have to try.
Available in regular, menthol

*II
••

II
260 Puffs

111

and lime

Your Choice
Johnson's
LtE1111TAL
. DENTAL FLOSS
FLOSS f.
)

_15' Value
ill

III

EXTRA STRENGTH

Waxed or Unwaxed
— 50 YARDS —

Ill
ill

!I!
YOUR
CONFIDENCE BUILDER

III

Open
One Application'

2.50
Value

HI
iii

id
•
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Kirksey 3rd Grade Students Give
Program For Dental Health Week

Health play cast members at Kirksey School include, left to right, front rou, Barry
Alexander, Billy Bazzell, Tonya Darnell, Deana Cunningham, Mitzi MeCallon, and Jackie Hale In
the rear are Kelly Crouse and Craig Darnell.

The Third Grade at Kirksey
Elementary School presented a
one act play entitled "The
Mystery"
Toothache
in
celebration of National Dental
Health Week.
The plot of the story centered
around a teenager who failed to
brush her teeth and use proper
dental procedures and now had
a toothache.
On trial for this toothache
were Dr. Smile (Jackie Hale),
Miss Kindley R.N. (Mitzi
McCallon), Mrs. Worker,
Mother of Terry Teenager
Tonya Darnall ), Tommy Toothpaste ( Barry Alexander),
Bobby Toothbrush
61111e
Bazzelh, and Candy Sweet
Deana Cunningham
The Court Clerk was Trisha
Clark while Judge Wisdom was
Kelly Crouse Terry Teenager
was Lonna Furr and Pete Good,
The People's Protector was
played by Johnny Smith.

Head Juror was Craig Darnell
with the other jurors being JW
Barnes, Shanda Crick, Cheryl
Tremblay, Robert Crick, Donna
Elkins,'Keith Rogers, George
Belcher, and Kevin Darnell.
The Moderator for the play
was Tamra Dowdy. Jerry Jason
(Greg Jones) Attorney for
Terry Teenager pled her case
deligently but the Judge
pronounced a ten
year
suspended sentence.
Mrs_ Mary Alice Humphries.
Third Grade teacher, coached
the pupils well for the program
given in assembly.
The pupils had made special
Invitations for each Dentist in
Calloway County, Mrs. Spratt
and the Pediatric Nursing
Students at Murray State
University. Also in attendance
were many parentAand some of
the Central Office Staff of the
Calloway County Schools.

by Laurence M Hursh. M D
Consultant. National Dairy Council

• The increasuag number bif-Wwwge mamages make nutrition
doubly important for girls Pregnancy puts an extra stress on the
teenage mother-to-be, since she
must provide nutrients for her
own continuing development as
well as for her baby And she
needs the right foods, not just
more food She should follow the
four food group plan

Jury members of the play, 'lite Toothache Mystery," at Kirksey School were left to right, frost
row, George Belcher, Robert Crick, Steve Hale, second row,
Tamra Dowd), Donna Elkins, Jill
Barnes, back row,Shanda Crick,Cheryl Tremblay , Keith Rogers,and Kevin Darnell

• There are no special diets that
athletes must have The athlete
needs the same diet as the rest of
us. but he does need more total
food This is because school albletes not only use a lot of energy,
but are still growing as well
4,000 calories a day may be required, but the calorie balance
should still be 15% protein-110%
fat, 45% carbohydrate
• For a really different break.
fast dish, try serving hot wheat
cereal with a small scoop of lee
cream and a little maple syrup.
The flavor combination is delicious Replete toast'now and thew
with buttered English muffins. or
coffee cake And for a good win-

ter beverage, serve piping hot
chocolate milk
• Most of the harA tissues of the
body, such as bones and teeth, are
composed largely of minerals For
such hard material, we need calcium and phosphorus We also
need other minerals to carry on
processes such as muscle
nerve function and heart action.
Milk is a good source of calcium
and phosphorus, and many other
minerals

more apetiataa. They also delay
the Uffre your stomach takes to
empty. This makes meals "stick
tu your ribs" and you don't have

to rat again as soon So. if you
control total calories, fats can
help in weight control
• Did you know it takes 115 gallons of water to grow enough
u heat for one loaf of bread' Or
that the average person in the
United States uses some three
and a hall million gallons of
water during his lifetime' Such
facts are staggering, but they
serve to prove we need a vast supply of clean water to produce our

t

UK Scientists Studying Ways To
Improve Strip Mine Reclamation
LEXINGTON, KY.—New and
better methods of strip mine
reclamation. That's the object
of a five-year research project
being carried out by University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture scientists.
The project is being conducted in Ohio County, Kentucky, on land which was strip
mined in the fall of 1971. The
land is owned by the Renfrow
Brothers of Ronne, Ky. The
project was initiated under an
agreement between the UK
Agricultural Experiment
Station, the Southwind Coal
Mining Co., Inc., and the
Renfrow Brothers.
The UK scientists most
involved in the project are
Richard I. Barnhisel, Associate
Professor of Soils in the
Department of Agronomy, and
James Powell, a graduate
student in agronomy.
Barnhisel said the conventional method of strip mine
reclamation is essentially to
grade and smooth the torn-up
earth and to scatter grass seed
over the spoil, which is soil and
rock dredged up in the mining
operation The UK scientists
are studying fertilization,
mulching, and additional soil
preparation as methods of
producing a better plant cover
1b.1272, the first year of the
study, 12 different treatments
were compared by the UK
scientists to see which would
produce the best stand of red
clover and tall fescue The
entire area was smooth graded
to meet state requirements and
then divided into plots to
receive the following soil
preparation:
( I) Disking once with a light
tractor-mounted disk.
(2) Disking three times with

the same disk.
( 3) Disking three times and
then ripping on the contour with
a subsoiler at four to five-foot
intervals to a depth of 20 inches.
(4) Disking three times,
subsoiling and mulching with
fescue hay.
Each of the four preparations
received three different rates of
phosphorus application, making
the total of 12 treatments. All of
the plots were seeded with 40
pounds of Ky. 31 tall fescue and
12 pounds of Kenwell red clover
per acre. In addition, 30 pounds
of nitrogen per acre were applied to each of the plots.
Barnhisel said that in the first
year of the study, the plots
which received the most
phisphorus seemed to produce
a better stand and more growth
or clover and fescue than the
plots which received less
phosphorus.
One of the problems in getting
plants to grow on strip-mined
land is the lack of moisture in
the spoil material The surface
of the spoil becomes hard and
smooth and much of the rainfall
runs off. The subsoiling seems
to be effective in getting more
moisture into the spoil material.
Rainfall collects in the channels made by thembeoiler, In
the first year of the study it
appeared that the clovers grew
best in and around the channels
made by the subsoder.

Barnhisel said that by MA:
time the project is completed, t!:
should provide plenty of izie.1
formation on the strip-mine:
land and its ability to product:
plant growth.The UK scientisig.
will study closely both the
plants and the spoil materials,
analyzing many samples of
each. They will check fDr.chemical changes in the ape+
and the plant material to see.
what elements the plants ar
taking up The growth of the
clover and the fescue will bou
compared, and the total yield ot
forage in pounds per acre wit[
be measured One of the ofa:jectives of the study is to fino
out if the land can be rapidly
turned into productive grazing
land.
Barnhisel said more studies
of this type need to be conducted
in other areas with different
spoil materials and conditions
Such studies should lead to
speeding up the process of
making strip-mining land
productive once again

STORING IT
AKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

The role of the fescue hay
mulch was also to conserve
reducing
by
moisture
evaporation from the surface of
the spoil material Barnhisel
said the mulch seemed to be
effective doing this, and the
mulched plots produced a better
stand than those without mulch.

STILL IN PROGRESS AT MURRAY DATSUN
on KW_

1972-510 SEDANS & WAGONS
1973 - ALL MODELS

• Don't sell carbohydratas short
in your diet We need carbohydrate foods for energy and for
certain needed nutrients Carbohydrates include bread and cereals. potatoes, lima beans, corn,
dried beans and peas, dried fruits,
sweetened fruits, sugar, syrup,
jelly, jam and honey /

Cast members of the play for Dental Health Week at Kirksey School were, kit to right. Greg JOIN'S,
LAUDS Furr, Johnny Smith, and Trisha ('lark.

• Fats are a chief source of energy, and some vitamins But
that's not all Fats make our foods

Hurry! You can still get a New

Datsun at the Old Price!
Each model in the line is a Datsun Original in its own way. More comfort, safety and no cost extras, plus the advanced engineering expertise gained from producing safe, agile and comfortable
economy cars for over 40 years.

SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
•
Open 7 Days a Week
Mon - Sat 4:00 P. M. - 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 11:30 A. M. - 8:30 P. M.

WIN FRE: CASH

10 OUNCE

PEPSI or
COKES
$100

TREASUR

6-Bot

This
Week
Win

Ctns.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

with '7.50 additional purchase.
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

LidJ

Prices Good Thru March 6
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ions

Last Week's
Heinz

Charles !
Murray,

1100.00 Winner:

Baby Food
F

MORTON
CHICKEN — TURKEY

BEEF -

CO

POT PIES

$100

6

10-07.1m

0)
(With Cot on Below)

'Double Luck

Giant Size

TIDE

cO-P*9

GR. BEA

79

49-oz. Box

15-oz.

FOL IER'S

FROSTY ACRES

ORNG.JUICE

3

12-oz.

COIF

$J00

Si

2-1b. Can

- Cans
(With oupon Below

(Limit 3)
Delta

Borden's

„ostis°

CREMORA

ew4011(‘S

&ItOWif

otV

59

22-oz. Jar

TISSUE

SALAD )RESSIN
FLEECY WHITE

Miracle
Whip

BLEACH

• a,0

:
"sig411 1111°
v,
Gal

.9t
ci°\'‘t‘‘SIOW*WS
Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Folger's

Folger's

COFFEE

-COFFEE
111-n7 in

2-1b. can

C

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Family Size

WESSON
OIL

T9

Expires 3473k _
Good Only at Storey's

Expires 3-6-73

0

Expires 34-73
Good Only at Storey's

39

Qt.
(Limit 1)

SAVE
$6.92

Red

POTATOES
Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Imperial

Coupon
Limit I per farnik

Lifebuoy

SOFT OLEO • S GA P

3/$1

3/39s..

•
Good Only at Storey's

Roll Pkgs.

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Baker's 12-oz. pkg

,59c

Expires 34-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 34-73

t,ood oak atStorey's

73 ozTh9x

( oupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon
Limit I per family

Giant Size

Jumbo Size

DOWNY
THRILL MR.40-oz.CLEAN
bat.
- 31oz. bat

CHOCOLATE . ALL
CHIPS 9DtTERGENT
I b. , . . .,$19 _
2
/

Expires 34-73
Good only at Storey's

Coupon
Limit 1 per family

Coupon

timii i per family

.22-o
.z. bat

COUPON
I loft one per Fair

TOP 101

2 8 , ....69t,.,„,.................0_ . . . . . . ..
., L

0,-......-

Expires 3-8-73
Good only at Storey's

With 1

,

xe.

Expires 3-6-73

Good only at Storey's

0

'40:oz:bbt.

Expires 3-6-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires 14-73
Good only at Storey's

.Expires 3-6-73
0od only at Store]
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N FRE CASH!!

4 LOIN
1
/

PORK
CHOPS

;UR CHEST

0000

9-11 Chops
Bel-Air Shopping Center
We Reserve the Right to Limit

Charles Suiter
Murray, Ky.

Boneless Sliced

HAM
Foil ER'S

Center Cut

Lb

$129

FRIED CHICKEN

I' F E E

* SPECIAL THIS WEEK *

0

2 Pcs. Chicken,
'
59
Lunch Pack 2 lo-lo Potatoes,
2 Rolls
$ 1 99
Whole Chicken 9 Pieces
cken
Chi
cs.
12-P
s2"
Call Us-

Jar
39

Ahead, Well Fry It Fspeciolly For You!

(With Cot an Below)

Riverside

59'

3EANk 154N-cans 6.$10° BOLOGNA
FRONTIER

FOL ER'S
0

$

2 lb Can

FEE
49

BACON
One
Pound
Pkg.

lb.
6

(With 'ouoon Below)
Country Style

89'

UE RaPkg& 3fon' SPARE 11113$
SALAD MESSING

SIRLOIN

raciP

PORK CHOPS

t
s
4
hip
(Limit 1)

Morrell

WE
.92
WNY

TOP JOB
•

)a- - --- Ires 3-6-73
ly at Storey's

_63$._

.txpires 34-73
(;ood only at Storey's

Gold Medal

'SOAP

size 2/j9
/19,$

r
."..
'''''''N '

for

-

Expires 34-73
Good only at Storey's

.

FLOUR
14-ib., b

si...29

Coupon
Limit I per famil),

AJAX 14-oz. can
TISSUE CLEANSER
4/$1

..---

2jo pkg.
.
i.
Expires 34-73
C.00d only 111gorry's

Expires 3-4-73
Good only at Storey's

1

lbs.

Aurora

Ivory

bath

COUPON
Limit one per Family

COUPON No. 5tO29
Limit one per family

COUPON
Limilese per Faintly

.40:Orbbt.

_

10

—

_

1: hnt
rli 1t

CHITTERLINGS

With These Coupons

COUPON
I iftilt one per Family

",1P.11
1 p4 I 1.411,th

st

Fine
for
B-B-Q

t
21, 29_

Expires 34-73
Good only at storey's

COUPON
unthose per Fa m il%

- COUPON
Limit one per Family

COUPON No. 58091
Limit one per Family

Betty Crocker
409
PIZZA ROLL CLEANER . HAMBURGER
SNACK TRAY 22-oz 69,. . HELPERleno

7-oz

2/89t

t

Expires 34-73
Good ady at storey's

Expires 34-73
Good only at Storey's

Expires U-73
Good only at Storey's

COUPON
Limit one per Family

COI:PON No. 44533
Limit one per Family

Giant Size

Gold Medal

AJAX

FLOUR.

3

49-oz. ---6 - t .t-5-1b. big.
box
"Exp1V7r—
Good only at Storey's i

69'

-

_ Good only at Storey's

—
1
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Interpretation Blamed For Living Cost Figures

Jesus Only Group Practices Faith
By Handling Dangerous Poison Snakes
By WAYNE SLATER
Associated Press Writer
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. I AP)
— A girl in a brushed cotton
ankle-dress let out a yelp as
she danced in the half-light of
Brother Johnny's 27th St. Jesus
Only church.
Others in the arm-slinging
congregation, preparing to take
up the poisonous snakes, rolled
back on their heels and shook
their wrists to the hard gospel
music of two electric guitars
and a taznborine.
At the front podium stood
Brother Johnny himself, teeth
gleaming. shouting the Gospel
of Mark into a silver hand microphone
"Lots of people claims to be
he roared, "but
Jesus Only
these signs must they follow:
'They shall cast out devils;
they shall speak with new
tongues; they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any
deadly thing it shall not hurt
them, they shall lay hands a•
the sick and they shall mow

illeilsvers at some thr,di
aa finismentalist chords*, hi
Appshidlis take these words

the night Elsie Preast decided
to shake off the devils and take
up the serpents.
"As I remember it, Brother
L.L. Richardson was standing
across the room holding this fat
rattler," Preast recalled. "I
was having a fight inside me
and thinking during the service
how them snakes might bite me
and kill me.
"Then I felt something getting in my hands, like a numbness, you know, and I felt the
power. I call it the annointing
of hands. Anyway, I took up
that serpent that night."
The latest of some 28 persons
reported killed by snakebites
received during religious services was a North Charleston
woman who was bitten Sept. 16,

1972, at the Jesus Pentecostal
Church in Fraziers Bottom in
Putnam County.
"Yes, I was there that
night," recalled Eizie Preast.
''l was right beside her and
seen the snake bite her. Myself
and some others sat up all
night with her.
"She was sleeping when they
(doctors) came—she'd pulled
through the roughest of it—
maybe if they'd have left her
alone she would have been all
right," he said.
It is the inscrutable will of
God, Preast explains, that
some have to the while others
are permitted to live. He views
the ritual as a holy contest of
life against death In which n?body knows all the rules.

Bureau Ensures
•

de Compliance

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Stanley Is sometimes a problem, Boyd
Boyd has witnessed many says, becalm 'violations are
Dashis worship services they tragedies and knows something often hard to detect unless you
actually get up on a ladder and
speak in unknown tongues, about preventing them.
took"
drink strychnine from }elly
He is director of the Plans and
glasses, heal the sick and
Under state law, this division
Specifications Bureau of the
handle deadly rattlesnakes, waState Fire Marshal's Office and of the Fire Marshal's Office has
copperheads.
moccasins
and
ter
responsibility of in- the power to inspect any public
Although outlawed by state has the
the
suring
safety of every building in the state, and
Law or municipal ordinance in
con- private homes when dangerous
Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee public building that is
remodeled,
structed,
ex- conditions are suspected to
or
and North Carolina, serpent
exist.
panded
state.
in
the
handling people ccntlr7e to
Holmes% Boyd says, "We try
The bureau deals specifieally
gather for frenetic ervlces
what are called fire code to give most of our attention to
with
throughout Appalachia.
hospitals,
schools,
and
Johnny Dennison's church on and life safety matters, from especially nursing homes, in
the outskirts of Huntington is the planning stage of a building view of what happens around
one of the few active snake- through its actual conetructien the country when a fire breaks
The National Building Code.
handling groups in West Virthe Kentucky Standard of out in one of these institutions."
ginia, a state where the pracBoyd's biggest worry seems
Safety, National Fire Codes,
tice is still legal.
to be providing for the safety of
Underwriters
and
the
The Saturday night or Sunday
of
high-rise
on occupants
book
afternoon service at Brother Laboratoreis'
fire proofing are used tc set buildings, the scenes of several
Johnny's begins with gospel
disastrous fires in recent
music, an opportunity to "testi- safety standards.
months. Of particular concern
fy for Jesus," and some uninhiPlana for new buildings must as
high-rise
apartment
bited hand clapping and ecsta- be submitted to the bureau buildings for the elderly.
tic dancing. After about an where Boyd reviews them. If
hour, he begins the ceremony the plans are not approved they
A high-rise building is defined
of the serpents by reaching into must be corrected to inset the by the National Fire Protection
a black case and jerking out standards.
Association as "one that must
one or two poisonous makes.
be entered in order to fight a
When construction nears fire," • technique Mr. Boyd
On one occasion, he held two
rattlers at and then tamed completion, the building must describes as "very time'conone across the rtmakja.1113611, be inspected by one of the starling and dangerous."
bureau's six inspectors before
Talmade Atkins.
All high-rise buildings will
"If you ever cad Mit•
final approval is granted This
11/11111 be required to have full
you'll riot be afraid Is WM&
111110matic sprinkler protection.
rattlesnakes.," be shoutadakaas
althili may not be the final
the noise. "People in the MIN
-441Mserer," he easy, "but it will
Church are not a bunch of
certainly help."
ards."
For about 20 minutes the cerLast year the bureau
esnony continued, with mem- February 23, 1173
examined 1250 buildings.
bers of the congregation lurch- ADULTS 96
Kentucky has suffered very
ing and wailing and passing the NURSERY 4
few disastrous fires in recent
snakes with Pentecostal zeal.
years and Boyd gives credit for
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Dennison says the man who
this good record to several
first introduced the snake ritual
groups of people. "It should not
Mrs Nancy Lou Skinner and be completely credited to us.
to his Huntington congregation
was a soft-spoken man from Baby Boy, Box 41, Cadiz.
Architects and engineers are
Scrabble Creek named Elide
very cooperative and conDISMISSALS
Preast. Preast is one of the oldscientious in trying to design
Miss Jennifer Lynn Johnson, safe
est serpent handlers still active
buildings.
AdLakeview Dr. Hamlin, Miss ministrators and maintenance
in Appalachia.
Vickie Lynn Muenster, Mrs, people also have done a good job
The tradition was begun
Mane Erwin and Baby Girl, in maintaining safe buildings."
around 1900, according u) Dr. Route
1, Sedalia, John Halbert
After 23 years of experience
Nathan Gerrard, chairman of
McCuan, Route 1, Farmington, In fire departments in Danville
department
sociology
the
at
Franklin E. Elkins, Box 142, and Harrodsburg, and seven
Morris Harvey College The
Hardin, John Wilson Copeland, years in his present poet, Mr.
man credited with its inception
Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Hope Boyd has a very personal inwas a fundamentalist preacher
Thorn, Route 5, Murray, Mrs. terest in assuring the safety of
from Grasshopper Valley, Ida
Mae Stmeon, No. 51 Riviera Kentucky's citizens. He applies
Tenn., named George Went
Courts, Murray, Robert Perry his experience in the day-to-day
Hensley.
Hornsby, 813 Olive, Murray, functioning of his office.
Hensley traveled through the
Herbert James Brinn, P.O. Box
South spreading his revelation
91. Murray, Mrs. Eva Lee
"I remember the things I
and making converts among
Bynum, Route 3, Murray, Mrs. have seen," Boyd says. "I know
the non-farm poor living in isoAudra Elizabeth Franklin, 205 fire and smoke act arid I think of
lated hollows and along the outS. 3rd, Murray, Clifford Calbin that when I review plans ft is
skirts of larger cities.
Tursty, 503 Troy, Hickman, not a pleasant, thing to see the
The ritual was introduced in
Rubel Herron Austin, Route 1, terror and tragedy caused by a
Scrabble Creek during 1941 by
Hardin, Mrs. I.ula Mae fire in a poorly designed and
a coal miner from Harlan, Ky.,
Robertson, 308 S 4th, Murray
constructed building."
but didn't become popular until

A series of incidents in late
1961 sparked a legislative fight
which reached the floor of the
state HOLM of Delegates in the
winter of 1963.
Snakebites hospitalized an
unemployed baker and killed a
61-year-old Logan County woman during a single weekend in
August. One month later, the
23-year old daughter of one of
the region's most enthusiastic
serpent handlers died of a bite
she received during one of her
father's gatherings at his Jolo
church.
In February 1963, the House
of Delegates passed a measure
outlawing the practice but the
bill died in a Senate committee.
"I think we won a great
battle there," mak:Pr-east after
the term. "We're only a little
bunch of despised people, but
we won the right to worship the
way we think is right."
"I think it was the biggest
advertisement we ever had. It
got the thing into the newspapers. It got the thing roll-

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — The
public has become accustomed
during the past few years to receiving some very distasteful
cost-of-living figures sauced
over with official continent that
things were better than they
seemed.
If the news looks bad, it is
often so only because of the interpretation given the facts by
newsmen without educated
tastes. If it is good, well then it
Is proof that the pudding is delectable.
Thus it was that, last July,
newsmen were admonished for
using raw cost-ut-living figures—figures which do not take
Into consideration expected,
seasonal variations in conditions.
"To look at these figures in
an unadjusted way is like looking out the window at night and
saying there is an eclipse,"
said Dr Herbert Stein, chairman of the President's Council
of Economic advisers.
On the same day, Stein was
pleased to interpret and extol a
sharp increase in economic
growth and a fall in the in-

we had seasonal wintertime an annual rate of 52 colds a
rises in farm prices, largely year. That kind of arithmetic is
due to weather and trans- preposterous, and the urban paportation shortages," he said. pers ought to know better.
Yes, preposterous. So also is
The
increase
therefore
shouldn't be interpreted on an the rate on a monthly basis.
And so is the insinuation that it
annual basis.
On such a basis, which the is acceptable or that the probgovernment uses for inflation, lem is not only with the rate
Jobs, housing starts, balance of but with incorrect interpayments, budget surpluses pretations or lack of underand deficits and the like, food standing.
prices in January rose at a 24
And who can say the nation
doesn't have a very bad cold?
to 36 per cent annual rate.
But, said Butz, "that use of For two straight months, farm
statistics is like saying if you prices have risen 5 per cent,
have a cold this week it Is as and that's a mighty fever.

flation rate as "the best combination of economic news to be
released in one day this decade."
Secretary of Agriculture Earl
L. Butz has now done something of the sort again--not that
the performance hasn't been
repeated before. What makes
Butz' commentary unique is
that he has served the sauce
before the pudding.
Some bad news is due this
week. The Cost of Living Index,
prepared by the Labor Department, will be released and will
show, Butz says, a rise of "2 to
3 per cent or something like
that."
That would be, by his own
calculation, the biggest monthly
rise in 20 or 25 years. It is a
rate that by any intalligeny interpretation is a cause for
serious concern in a nation
fighting for its economic stability.
But the news media have
been preblarned. The public already has been told by the secretary that the figures may be
interpreted by the big city and
urban press in a grossly unfair
manner.
"During_ the last two months,

Hospital Report
Jones, Box 201 A Rt. 7, Benton,
Feb. 25, 1973
Robert Joseph McCoart, 300 S.
NURSERY 5
5th St., Murray, Mrs. Ida Mae
ADULTS 107
Sturnaon,300 S. 5th St., Murray,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Clovis Laverrut Brown,
Mrs. Michael Todd and baby Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Rhoda Mae
girl, 304 S. 13th, Murray, Mrs. Moore, 114 S.
6th St., Murray,
Banda Thornton and Baby
Mrs. Eska Amble Forguson, Rt.
Girl, Gatesboro Circle, Murray. 1,
Cadiz, Miss Deborah Kaye
DISMISSALS
Bolls, 1109 S. 14th St., Murray,
Michael Allen Leve, 603 N. Baby Boy Lindsey, Rt. 9,
18th St., Murray, David August Benton ,
Barber Boyd ( exObertnark, Box 1130 Hart Hall, pired), 901
Doran Road,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah Ann Murray.
•

KENTUCKY WE LOVE YOU

ALL DAY THURSDAY

(Murray Only)
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Begley Drug was born in Kentucky
And thanks to millions of
loyal customers over the past 51 years we have been able to
grow and open our 35th store to better serve even more
Kentuckians in Corbin

You've been good to us
We say thanks with good values like these

a

44.441140414144.•

Now serving 20 cities in Kentucky
with 35 retail outlets
NO BUGS M LADY

RE ',All

Twice_as_
Nice
Shampoo

Hydrogen
Peroxide
16.1

116-Shaw

W Shaving Cream
ll
88' Els•Jthere

55C

Drawer &
Shell Paper

$1 55 Elsewhere

Valu•

49C I Ise...et-lore

35' 35' 35'
Rogers Stainless
Tableware Offer!

Self-Adiossiv•
'tint"

Ph0fOlkitfurri
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